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I a in Light of the world; he
that fclloweth Me shall not walk
in darkness, but shall have thc
light of life.—John 3: 12.

Easter Seal Sale
Pine Tree Society Cont'nuej
Its Work In Behalf Of
Crippled Children

With the dates set for the national conventions of the
two major political parties, work ls already under way for the
molding of campaigns which both parties hope will be suc
cessful. Jim Farley. Democratic national chairman, and
strategist de luxe, exercised his finesse by calling the Demo
cratic convention three weeks after the Republicans have
named their ticket in Philadelphia. Chairman Hamilton is
nowise dismayed by the Democratic coup. The Republicans
will make the strongest possible nomination, and present what
they believe to be the strongest possible platform, altogether
irrespective of what the Democrats may do. If the present
dominant party*finds anything to take advantage of, lt is wel
come to it.
Meantime ln Washington Sunday was made public the
28.0C0-word report prepared by Olenn Frank's committee after
two year.s of intensive study among the rank and file of the
Republican party. Heading that report is the suggestion of a
20 percent reduction ln Federal spending and a vigorous
stand tending to keep this country out of war At the outset,
the report charged that the New Deal had choked off enter
prise and that the Roosevelt administration had been an
"economic failure." then enunciated these major principles
as a guide for "a program for a dynamic America.” A 20 per
cent reduction ln federal spending "should not be too difficult”
and this, coupled with a substantial Increase ln the national
Income, should brUig a balanced federal budget during 1942.
The high lights of the Republican program as summarized
from the committee's report by the Associated Press, follow:
"The primary reason for the economic failure of the NewDeal goes beyond detailed errors In legislation, administration
and the selection of federal personnel.
It lies in the fact
that, despite the ideals lt has expressed for social America,
the New Deal leadership has almost completely misunder
stood economic America.”
'The present administration, in seven years, has admit
tedly increased expenditures' by more than 138 percent It
should not be too difficult to accomplish a 20 percent reduction
from the present level, and lt is reasonable to expect that such
a reduction and a substantial increase in the national income,
federal expenditures and revenues can be brought into bal
ance during 1942 In the forefront of our foreign policy must
be the avoidance of all commitments and courses of action
that might involve us In other peoples' wars."
"A sound currency has always been an essential basis of
an enduring prosperity The New Deal record ln the monetary
field has been one of rash experiment in applying various
instruments of fiscal policy to accomplish miraculous cures of
our economic and social ills."
"it Is not the (unction of tariff policy to erect walls so high
that behind them industries can maintain excessive prices or
be so completely freed from external competition that they
become inefficient.”
The National labor Relations Act requires responsible
amendment alike in the Interest of American workers and In
the interest of a productive functioning of American enter
prise."
"The 'parity' that will bring the maximum benefit to the
farmer ls such relationship between the prices of what thc
farmer sells and the prices of what the farmer buys as will
bring about the greatest possible Interchange of goods and
services between village, town and city on the one hand and
the farm on the other."
"A policy of permanently scaling down the output of
America]) farms is as unsound as a permanent scaling down of
the output of American factories wauld be.”
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Snowless Snow Bowl Has Another Successful Carnival

“The Black Cat”

By The Roving Reporter

The Waterville Skating Club in Its clever skit "A School On Ice"

A good story appears daily at the
head of thc Boston Olobe’s editorial
column. Onc day recently this an
ecdote appeared:
According to Edwin V. Mitchell,
Henry Mencken never missed a
chance to poke fun at Maine, par
ticularly for the frequent refer
ences to thc State as a political
barometer of national party ten
dencies.
Once a man wrote to Mr. Menck
en, asking. "Have you ever written
on the cate of Maine?"
"No,-' replied Mencken. “In fact,
until I read your letter. I never
knew there were any cats in that
great 8tate! I thought It was
peopled exclusively by moose I”
"What!” exclaimed a Bay State
reader of the above. “Never heard
of The Black Cat?”

The fifth annual Snow Bowl Car- carnival. Oov. Barrows showed that den; fourth, Butler. Rockland,
H. Lovejoy, Carlisle, Mass., 1.11:37;
nival opened -Friday night with the he couij chop wood as well as pick
Ski Dash, girls—Won by Tilson, sixth, Cecil Dow, Tilton, N. H
largest crowd on record watching potatoes when he took on Town Thomaston; second, Farris, Union; , I. 16:40; seventh, Mrs. Lorna Taylor
the coronation ceremony when Lude Manager Percy Keller in a special third, Blackman, Rockland; fourth. Fitzwilliam. N. H., 1.17:67.
oul Maine Is rapidly getting under
Dickens of Camden was crowned woodchopping contest and came out True. Camden.
i Class B—Second. H. C. Grey, LanCarnlval Queen. The Queen re- On top. The Governor spoke to the
Dash, boys_ Won by Crie. j caster, N. H„ 1.24:43; third, L. E.
ceived the total of 150,500 votes. Her , crowd from the public address system Thomaston; second. Olover. Rock- Leone. Franklin, N. H, 1-34:44
ladies-in-waiting, the four girls ha»- at the Lodge House, after which he iand: third, C. Ashworth, Waldo- fourth. John Billings. 1.37:30; fifth
ing the next largest number of votes was taken for a ride by one of the boro; fourth, S. Ashworth, Waldo- Osacvar Quillette, Lakeport, N. H
were Kathleen Anderson of Thom sled dog teams.
boro.
144:51; sixth, Harlow, Ayer, Mass
aston. Norma McEdwards of Union
On Saturday Union won the Knoxooss Country Ski—Won by Sim- 1 45:58.
Mildred Durkee and Natalie Smith. : Lincoln Waldo County winter sports mons, Union; second, Crie. ThomasHarness Races
both of Camden.
( competition with 48 pointe. The ton; third, Esancy. Union; fourth,
Class A
Older readers of The CourierThe setting for the occasion was , other scores were, Rockland 28. Merchant, Camden
Calumet Browning iGinn), 112
in the Bok Amphitheatre where a i Thomaston 26. Camden 25, Waldo■
3 3 1 Oazette do not need to be remnldSlalom. girls—Won by True, Cam Sobig (Clough,
huge ice throne and castle had been j boro 13. Warren 3.
2 2 1 ed of Charles H. Cables’ ability as
den; second. Blackman. Rockland: Tlnywlles .(Norris),
erected and illuminated by colored , Hebron took all points in the third, Tilson. Thomaston; fourth, West Virginia (Houstoni,
4 4 4 a megaphone announcer. For many
lights. The Queen and her four Prep School meet.
years the former Rockland man pa
Time,
31%.
30%.
30\.
Farris, Union.
ladies-in-waiting marched to their
raded Main street making announce
One of the most entertaining fig
Class B
Slalom, boys—Won by Olover,
seats under an arch of 59 pairs of ures at the Carnival was Lew "Bear- Rockland; second. Crie. Thomaston; Trost (Bowstringi.
ments of events that were to take
skis, while trumpeters and drum Trap" Blood, who took part in the third, McKay, Camden; fourth, Post, Kashbuster (Seer),
place that night. It might have
mers announced their arrival.
been
a roller polo game, a firemen's
woodchopping contest. In spite of Rockland.
Yankee (Ooodrich (,
The 1940 Queen was crowned by his vim and vigor he failed to place, j Downhill, boys—Won by Olover,
ball, or perhaps an advertisement
way. So reports Mrs. Haven Sawyer
Time, 31, 31'«. 30.
Miss Phyllis Packard, who reigned as
of some merchant wares. Hls voice
Ice skating races were new events Rockland; second. Read. Thomas
Class C
of Bangor, president of the Pine 1
Queen last year, and the Royal Pro on the program and although the ton; third, Crie, Thomaston; fourth, Robert Symbol (McAtee),
and manner of speaking were re
Tree Society for Crippled Children.
clamation was made by A Burton course was slow, the competition was Richardson, Camden,
markably well adapted to the mega
Phyllis Dale (Merrill i,
Inc. with headquarters at 114 Ex-1
Stevenson, Jr., Knight of the Snow- ken.
phone. with the result that his
Hebron Academy took all the Lady Dillon (Wiles’.
Bowl.
change street In that city. The So- [
words could be readily distinguished
Tlie open down hill ski race on points in the prep school competition Signal Win (Bradley),
A short program was given by the the Megunticook trail Saturday
half a mile away. His presence on
ciety has local chairmen In prac- !
oppn race on Megunticook trail Time, 30%, 31%, 32.
Northwind Trumpet Quartet com morning was the most interesting was a great attraction. The sumthe street in this capacity was as
tically community In the State, and
Special Race
posed of Alan Johnson, James Hen event to the-crowd of skliers present. mary.
much a regular feature of the city's
ha.s the endorsement and co-opera- ’
Ruth Rose (J. C. Hobbs).
routine as the daily sounding of the
drick. Frank Milliken and Peter
tion of many Statewide organlza- '
Fancy skating played a prominent
Won by Charles McKinney. An- Nick Dale (Simmons),
fire alarm signals. After hls depar
Sparta; Philip Wentworth sang a part both Saturday and Sunday with droscoggln Ski Club, 1.13; second. Play Girl (Tomlinson^,
tions.
ture from Rockland several imita
solo and Marilyn Davis and Elisha several exhibitions by (Phippen San sanfOrd, Delano Ski Oulls, 1.21; i Time. 30, 33'i. 31
The mailing system of reaching
tors sprang up. but there was only
Richards
did
a
dance
acl.
Others
the public has been quite generally i
bom and June Bowie of the Boston third, Richard Andersen, Ski Gulls,
Special Events
taking part in the ceremony were Skating Club, and by Jimmy Went 1.24; fourth, Waldo Myrick, Androadopted; so when these little stamps
Wood Chopping Event—Won by one Charlie Cables, and this method
drummers, Edgar Johnson. Malcolm worth and Pauline True of the local sokggin Ski Club. 134%.
attractive In themselves, reach the
Ripley of Hope, 1 minute, 30 seconds; ot ballyhooing events passed into
the discard. Charles has been re
Upton. Vinal Hardy and Robert club. The younger folks of the
citizens of Maine, tt is expected they
Camden High' School defeated second. Cliff Allen of Rockland. 1
siding
for some years in New Lon
Brown;
train
bearers.
Beverley
Camden
Skating
Club
put
on
a
very
will have the warm and generous
Bangor School of Commerce 1 to 0 minute, 50 seconds: third, Hender
don, cfenn.
Hooper.
DorLs
M
Hopkins.
Peggy
entertaining
performance
Sunday
son
of
Camden,
2
minutes,
10
sec

in a hockey game requiring an over
reception accorded them for the
Connelly, Mary Connelly; crown afternoon and showed the great time period, during which Bracey onds.
past four years. Their use on sta
bearer. (Margaret Crabtree; the progress made in fancy skating this scored.
Tlie Courier-Gaette staff turned
Skating Races
x
tionery makes them "Seals of Ap
icicles. Nancy Hobbs, Elizabeth }ear at the Snow Bowl
220Yard
Dash
—
Won
by
Burke.
out
emmassc this morning to help
Sunday's
Contests
proval" of the work being done by
Pitcher, Beda Emery. Dorothy StodSunday night the Waterville SkatIn a class A dog race. Roland Bridgton Academy; second. Windle. neighbor Bob Allen, whose car had
The Pine Tree Society to lessen the
dard, Susan Frost. Marian Shu- lng club, an always’ popular attrac - Bowles again took flrst honors, driv Auburn; third, Gough, Auburn.
become plugged In a snowdrift while
extent of physical disability among
man. Mary Bryant. Anna Burrill. tion, presented “School On Ice." ing Chinook Kennel's team. His
440-Yard
Dash
—
Won
by
Windei.
he
was endeavoring to negotiate the
more than three thousand crippled
At West Rockport For Fin Thelma Hendrick. Ruth Bennett, The great speed and many thrills
Get Together At Highmoor
elapsed time of one hour, five min Auburn; second. R. Oobiel, Bidde steep incline between the old and
boys and girls ln our own State.
nish Relief—Take Home Rachel Noyes. Dorothy Bryair. 0{ thelr exhibition made the specta- utes and 31 seconds for two runs ford; third, 8. Oobiel, Biddeford.
new newspaper buildings. When
—Native* Win In EggThe purchase of Easter Seals will
Pauline True, James Wentworth. tors gasp for breath and several over the hilly, seven-mile course was
Mile Race—Won by F Gobiel, Bld- Main street was reached Bob's name
a Live Turkey
assist the Pine Tree Society in pro
Elisha Richards, Howard Dearborn, comedy acts kept the crowd in good nearly five minutes better than the , deford; second. Windei, Auburn,
Laying Contest
had been changed. It was all-in in
viding services lacking, and to fill
Next Saturday night there will Lester Gross. Bob Anderson. Alden humor. The summaries:
1.10:13 posted by Miss Millie Turner. ] third. Oough, Auburn
stead
of All-en.
gap6 ln the present State program
"Birds of a feather", got together 1 be a supper and dance held at the, Damery. Robert Merchant, Harrt
Saturday's Events
Ski Rare
Beverly Farms, Mass., thc runnerfor crippled children to the end last week with the result that "native West Rockport Orange hall under Hodson.Albert Levensaler. Milton
The feature event at the carnival up. Robert Payne, driving for the
Open Slalom—Won by R Pater
Miss Mary Veazie. clerk at the
that this service may be compre blj'ds" yon Qj-st, second and third the auspices of tiie Finnish residents Rollins. Richard Anderson.
Ralpn Saturday was the sled dog races of Wonalancet-Hubbard Kennels of son. Mt. Desert Ski Club. 43 minutes,
Knox Registry ol Probate, went to
hensive, never duplicating or over honors at the Maine Egg Laying' of West Rockport. It is hoped that Cowen, Barbara Wood. Kathleen the New England Sled Dog AssociWonalancet, was flrst ln Class B 2 seconds; second, Warren Lock, Mt.
lapping. and reach out to even the Contest. conducted at Highmoor ,
many as possible will attend as Heald. Edith Hary. Antoinette Arico. ajjon over a 10-mile course through with an elapsed time of 1.20:01 How Desert Ski Club, 38 minutes, 4 sec Boston last week, arriving there
about the same time as the big b'lzremote rural communities.
Farm, Monmouth, by the Maine De- ; an the proceeds will go towards re- Elvira Arico. Wilma Dougherty, Joan the
w<x)ds of Megunticook the other teams finished:
onds; third. Riddle. University ol
zard. Listening idly to a radio
While this program is an humani partment of Agriculture, according i^g of war tom Finland Supper Emery. Barbara Oamage. Mary Mountafn
Roland Bowles drove
Class A—Third, driver Edward Maine, 39 minutes. 1 second.
broadcast next morning her father.
tarian one. it pays economically for , to H. M. Tucker, contest supervisor. wlll coruist Of baked beans, cola Hatch. Barbara Belyea. Barbara Mrs g^iey-j team to victory in 33____
.
_________
_
__
_______
____________________________
Moody. Tamworth. N. H, 1.10:26;
Waterville Notre Dames defeated
lt costs less to correct a crippled
"The State department Ls proud meats, pies, cakes, coffee etc. with Heald. Marion McDermott. Russell mtnuteSi jg seconds William Shearer fourth. W. L. 8hearer. West Spring- the Lewiston Cyclones 1 to 0. in a Register Charles L. Veazie, wondered
what luck Mary was having. Just
limb ln childhood than to support of the record made by Maine owned I the Famous Finnish coffee bread Hewett, Louis Hary. Leslie Ames,
ln 35 minutes. Eddie field. Mass.. 1.11:14; fifth, Frederick hockey game.
then the Boston announcer said:
birds." Tucker said, “and we are as “piece de resistance."
a crippled adult.
.Dick Harding, Oscar Marsh, Kenneth \ftxxjy was third in 36 minutes.
"We have two young lady gues's
Supper
will
be
served
from
6.30
P**
1,
Kent
OIovrr
Fre<1
Blackman,
|
Three
classes
of
horse
racing
drew
So. from March 9 to March 23— pleased with the livability and pro
here ln the studio this morning.”
your generous purchases of Easter duction records set up against com- till 9 p. jn. and will cost only 35 Kenne,h Carroll. Robert HilLs, Rich- . ,nany spectators at Hosmer's Pond.
And turning to one of them he said;
Seals will help to restore to Crippled j petition from all sections of the cents. Dance following will bc 25 ! ard Kar1' Gordon Crie’ Tommy Me- The raclng resu]ts
"What Is your name?” The reply
Kay.
Children thetr birthright of sound country."
cents and a specialty in the form
Class A
didn't mean a thing to the listener.
Tucker pointed out that poultry- of a real live turkey, will be taken The coronation ball followed short West Virginia (Houston),
bodies, educated and trained minds,
The airplane earner Wasp, largest I The members oi thr Board ol In Then the announcer turned to thc
ly
afterwards
at
Camden
Opera
men
from
Texas,
Iowa,
Ohio,
Ken

and useful occupations, which they
home by some lucky person.
Robert Symbol (McAtee),
and costliest war craft ever brought spection and fiurvey Joined the craft other guest and repeated hls ques
House. The stage was beautifully
have been denied through no fault tucky. Michigan. Missouri. Vir
The music for the dance will be
Kash Buster,
to the trial stage for the United at Boston, together with scores of tion.
decorated
to
represent
a
huge
snowginia,
Pennsylvania.
Rhode
Island.
of thelr own.
by the "Co-op. Boys" whtch is known
Time, 33’., 33. 31
"Mary Veazie," was the reply.
States Navy dropped anchor in thc observers and many officers who will
New York Connecticut, New Jersey. to be extra good for that purpose. bowl. Thc many beautiful gifts
,
Class B
"Where from?"
outer harbor early last night, after be on her roster when she goes In
which thc Queen and her ladies-in
Massachusetts
and
New
Hampshire
A. W. Gregory drops a line from
So please all who can. plan to
"Rockport, Me.”
a speedy but uneventful passage up to commission. Thc Wasp will swing
waiting received were placed in Lady Dillon (Wiles),
1
sent
780
birds
to
compete
against
tho
St. Augustlnt Fla . to the Roving
attend this and enjoy a pleasant mammoth snow balls which were Tiny Wilkes (Norros),
And that’s how Charles learned
the coast.
onto thc Rockland trial course as
Reporter. "A quaint and interesting 260 entered from Maine.
evening, knowing you're doing your rolled by the gift bearers, Betsy Phyllis Dale (Merrill),
where
hls daughter was.
She is commanded during thc soon as weathcr conditions permit,
The leading pen for the week Is
bit towards the courageous little Koch and Sandra Perry of Rockland, Signal Win (Bradford),
city, well worth a visit, but it can’t
trials by Capt. Joseph Kemp and beginning a series of standardlzaowned by Raymon P. Potter of Medcountry who needs all help pos Joyce Pettapiece, Patsy Kelley and
bc done in three days".
Time, 32, 32, 33
manned by a work crew from thc tion tests which will probably last
A .strange sight on limerock street
, ,
■ S------ >---------- way. Me., whose 13 Rhode Lsland sible. All are welcome,
Class C
Seena
Hansen
of
Camden,
to
the
' Reds laid 76 eggs of sufflclent size
builders yard at Quincey, Mass.
[ well into thc following day.
Sunday afternoon, espied by Harry
Martha O'Jala
...
12
stage where they were presentd after , Peter Heck________
(Andrews)
Brilliantly lighted last night she I Basing at Rockland, probably for D. Phillips, was thc spectacle of two
to score 79 points in the seven days,
Time,
38
a
speech
by
W
E
Reed,
president
of
i The pen of “Reds" entered by O. E.
presented an impressive spectacle, several days the airplane carrier men digging dandelion greens. Sur
In the High School meet which viewed by hundreds along thc water-, will then make deep sea runs to test veying the situation this morning
the Chamber of Commerce.
Coleman of Brunswick was second
Ward winter days and a full card lasted all day, Union was the winner front.
' with 74 eggs and 78 pointe from his
J her speed, endurance and economy. it would seem that they were Just
Special* For
of feature events brought out a1 with 48 points The other scores
pen of 13 birds, and T Earle Proutv
in time.
Washington’s Birthday
large crowd to all three days of the were; Rockland 28, Thomaston 26,
of Dennyxvtllc placed third with hls
Battery E's first basketball team.' The sheriff's department ls inves*Alabama
Snow Bowl Winter Carnival, with a I Camden 25, Waldoboro 13, Warren 3.
Chicken Dinner,
50c pen of 13 Barred Plymouth Rocks
The national political conven
captained by "Bun Freeman tackles 11(gating a break at the Orlbbel cot
Connecticut
record crowd of 12.000 on Sunday. | The summary:
with a production of 74 eggs and a
tions
to bc held this summer in
tage
in
Rockport.
It
was
probably
Delaware
Thc
feature
of
the
Carnival
was!
100Yard
Snowshoe
Dash,
girls
—
thr
second
team,
captained
by
Baked Ham Dinner, 40c point score of 77.
Jabber Hastings at the Armory to the work of boys as nothing appears Philadelphia and Chicago, are en
District
of
Columbia
Won
by
Farris,
Union;
second.
True,
j
thc
races
by
the
New
England
Sled
Other Special* 25c and up | Thc contest which started in Octirely superfluous. Walter Winchell
Florida
Dog Association which were run Camden; third, Howard, Union: night. Tlie blood starts flowing at to have been taken except an old
tober of 1939. will end Sept. 21.
Sunday
night informed thc world
table
model
radio
and
battery.
Thc
9
p.
m.
and
the
public
is
invited
Georgia
Home Made Ices
fourth,
Sprague.
Waldoboro.
Saturday and Sunday over thc Me
“
and
all
thc ships at sea" that the
robbery
was
discovered
when
the
to
view
the
mighty
contest.
Those
Maryland
22*lt
100-Yard Snowshoe Dash, boys—
Read The Courier-Gazette
gunticook Mountain trails. Oreat
Democrats
will nominate Franklin
new
uniforms
should
Invite
plenty
caretaker
found
that
a
shed
window
Massachusetts
skill on the part of the drivers was Won by Leonard. Union; second,
D. Roosevelt and thc Republicans
had been forced.
Michigan
necessary on the steep, winding , Hart, Union; third. Anderson. Thorn- of action.
will name Thcmas E. Dewey. So
New Hampshire
course, but all drivers agreed it was aston; fourth. Hilton. Waldoboro,
there, now.
New Jersey
the best course run on this year. A
220-tYard Skate, girls—Won by
Can you think of anything better YOUR FAVORITE POEM
New York
short exhibition race was also held ( True, Camden; second. Hill, Rock- than "Swap for Cash" without any
Did you ever travel from Boston
Ohio
at the Snow Bowl Sunday afternoon. ] land; third. Jameson. Waldoboro; "E"s? Well, that ls exactly the sort
If r had iny llfe to live again I
would have made a rule to read some to Rockland in 40 minutes? Adriel
Pennsylvania
Horse racing fans had their fill fourth, Hayes, Rockland.
of deal you get today and tomorrow poetry and listen to some music at
440-Yard Skate, boys-Won by at Tlie Courier-Oazette offlee. If least onoe a week The loss of these U. Bird, when he came to Rockland
Texas
with races Saturday afternoon and
tastes ls a loss of happiness. —Charles to recuperate, did it in his new
a thrilling card of close races on Morton, Union; second. Boggs. War you pay a year's subscription, you Darwin
Vermont
ren; third, Simmons, Union; fourth,
aluminum plane after flying from
Sunday.
Washington
get letters, no matter how many,
CONVERSION
Closely contested hockey games Somes, Waldoboro.
New York to Boston, in one hour.
West Virginia
from the “no-see" book until you Oil. I have flit a ships deck
440-Yard Skate, girls—Won by
Going .some, as the boys say.
took place both Saturday and Sun
Wisconsin
Heave under me and so
get some other letter besides “E".
* • • •
I know what gods and poets
day. Saturday the Camden High True, Camden; second, Hill. Rock
MENU A LA CARTE
If you are a new subscriber, you
And eailormen must know
Quebec
School team defeated Bangor School land; third. Jameson, Waldoboro;
, Why shutless folk go seeking
Onc year ago: Mrs. Henry Dun
get. two letters other than "E's.
What thrifty folk despise.
of Commerce 1 to 0, and the next fourth, Hayes, Rockland.
Call 620 For Reservations
can, 76, died in North Haven.—Mrs.
Only todav and tomorrow does the ,broken men and cruel
It was good to sec Adrlcl U. Bird's day two colorful teams, the Lewiston
880-Yard Skate, boys—Won by
'
, ,
,
4
...
Have beauty In thelr eyes
Bradford Kimball. 89, died at her
exist at Since
,.
No Cover Charge
planc "La Tcuralne'' in the air Cyclones and Waterville Notre Morton, Union; second. Somes, Wal record-breaking experiment
r
I have seen new planets.
home in this city.—First award for
The
Courier-Oazette
offlce.
Sub------Pricked
"
----------------In another blue
Sunday. Adriel has been housed Dames also fought to a 1 to 0 finish doboro; third, Simmons, Union;
snow sculpture at Bates College went
I know what Drake and Frobisher
scribe today and get two letters,
And old Magellan knew
fourth, Adams. Thomaston.
for some days with a winter malady in favor of. the Notre Dames.
to Edwin Edwards.—John R. Cowan
And eo smug folk ln harbor
neither one a hated “E".
Snowshoe
Cross
Country,
boys
—
Sunday
was
Governor's
Day
and
that overtook him in Florida and
Need ever question me
was elected chief comrade of the
DANCING 8.30 TO LOO
Why men who hate her thralldom
he was obliged to come back to Gov. and Mrs. Lewis O. Barrows. Won by Hart, Union; second, LeonComrades of the Way.—William F.
Qo back again to sea!
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette.
spent most of the afternoon at the ard, Union; third, Johnson, CamNew England for recovery.
Blake, 88, died ln Camden.
—Elizabeth Hanly Danforth

The fourth annual Easter Seal [
sale lor crippled children through-!

---------r-j—----------
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Birds Of A Feather

A Finnish Supper

NEAR BLIZZARD STINGS WASP

THE DORMANETTE
itt MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND. ME.

WASHINGTON’S BIRTHDAY DANCE
Thursday, February 22

IN THE THORNDIKE HOTEL
MAIN DINING ROOM

Dance to HaPs Rhythmaires

Spying Auto Plates

Every-OtKer-Day
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1,
suitable enlarging apparatus avail- He turned out to be a small, frail j pieces for test exposures. No won, able at that time and because the old gentleman who worked In a der he had a prize-winning print,
' few films that fitted that type of tailor shop.
His camera was
"Whenever I see pictures made
thkee-times-a-weer
{camera were too coarse-grained to nothin? but an old square box with from train windows and on crowd- Hoover
Relief Contribu
Sponsored By Arts and
(permit enlargements above 5x7.
a
rectilinear
lens
but
he
had
used
ed
streets
with
a
helter-skelter
tions Listed—Additional
i Both of those handicaps have, of
«■
»
a tripod and had fastened a hand- <,°‘"P™'i*on distortion. movement
Crafts For the N. Y. A.
♦
rt ls a fine an to do unI coursp, been overcome today."
To Local Finnish Canvass
land
both
highlights
nnd
shadows
♦ pleasant tasks pleasantly
—
Blackington believes that the made lens shade on thc front ol the
lacking In detail. I remember the
—War Crv
reason so many magazines prefer battered box.
Tin.- issue completes the C. G.
<•
*•
j foreign photographs to those made
Wlien I asked him ir Hiis was old tailor in London who po: scssed
With Dr. H. V. Tweedie as "guide'
a camera that we wouldn't look at collection for the Hoover Finnish
I
by
American
"shooters"
is
because
a
lucky
shot,
he
looked
al
me
for
a
I and illustrations in color, a large
the foreign product is almost al full 10 seconds nnd said crisply, today. He had the artistic sense, Relief Drive. Tlie Local Finnish
STATE MERIT SYSTEM
audience at Community Building J
"Pictures are wliere you find possesses the seeing eye He probably ways better than what is turned out •not exactly—I've been making that the patience and the ability to
see a picture _in his . own
journeyed to England. Ireland and j
picture for 14 years. Every morn-I
... ,back people made tlx crlginal canvass
in this country.
Sumner Sewall Has Views On Sub j Scotland Priday night and visited J them". Alton Hall Blackington. made exposures from a dozen or
ing when I walked down tliat lane to
E ?°”nPr, in the Le$- with the splendid total of $2171.40
I
am
not
speaking
about
news
noted photographer and lecturer, more different viewpoints and exject—Experience Ls An Asset
pictures" he emphasized, "for I be the railroad station, I would take ,ls,on 6aturday Journal
This voluntary fund followed with
1 many historical points of interest.
reached for a match, as he pushed lxxsed several negatives from each lieve the American news photogra note of the trees, the road nnd the '
I a total of $2472.90.
back
from
the
table.
His
eves
point,
using
different
stops,
different
Dr.
and
Mrs.
Tweedie
were
abroad
lighting
conditions
and
as
I
always
I
pher
leads
the
world
but
when
it
To my mind successful govern
Onion King for a Bay
liming and. perhaps, switching fll, Pi eviously Reported
$273 50
i when the French Premier and his twinkled a bit. •
comes to pictorial things, the work carry my old camera with me. if
Few markets are as unusual aa
ment, like successful business, must
niofiiros i
"Tt
ls
,hP
same
with
pictures
as
ters
once
or
twice.
That
one
exMr. and Mrs Al Sleeper, So.
ers
in
England.
France,
Japan.
Aus

i wife visited London, the "
conditions
looked
pretty
good.
I'd
the
onion
market
of
Berne.
This
with stories." Blackington was hibition print is the pick of all
he a low-cost producer. It must be showing the wonderful parade given is
Thomaston
....................... 100
emphasizing each word with a nod those negatives. It may be one tralia and especially Hungary and make one or two exposures. On Swiss event is held once a year, lt
Czechoslovakia take their pieture- the way home at night. I’d make a dates back to the Middle ages, Knox Lodge I O.O.F............... 1000
ever ready to meet the needs of ad- jn their honor. Westminster Abbey ________________________________ out of a hundred negatives.
' "That Is why I say ‘pictures are inaking very seriously and some couple more and I kept this up for when peasants frcm the Wistenlach Hope Grange .......................... 7.75
vancing civilization witli adequatt the changing of the guard. Edin-1
where you flnd them.' but you've times wait weeks for lighting con- 14 seasons.
1 00
" One morning last spring, after region brought the hungry city a Hope Orange Circle .............
new services But these services ' burgh Castle and many other special
got to see them; they won't intro- d*tions t0 be just right. Most of
heavy
rain, tlie sun came out hot store of onions and winter vege Junior American Citizenship,
duce themselves; and don't be sat-j^ipm use tripods so that there v.-lll
must be rendered at thc lowest pos- 1 '’ncs including thc views of beauand the mist lifted from the marsh tables. The onion is king of the
Sixth Grade ........................ 3.25
isfied to snap one shot from one I,)P r'° vibrn,lon;
tiful spring flowers of gorgeous
market, with garlands of onions
point, shoot a lot of 'em and you
Almost all of them use cameras es and as I stood there I saw an old
sible cost to the taxpayer.
E. O Townsend .................. 3.00
forming
the
decorations
for
stands
colors, arranged in the parks.
are apt to find that, when developed. tbat look 1Ute thP ones we «* ln ® man and a little boy coming toward
In government, as in business.
C. H. Russell ..........................
1 00
The talk, given in a fluent, in
the negative taken from what, at|hwk-shop and do ihelr developing me. I knew that this was the com- and displays. Onion pie, onion soup.
honesty. efficiency and individual
Fox
Islanders.
4-H
club.
V
H
1 00
position
and
lighting
effect
that
1
1
meat
with
onions
and
even
candy
and
printing
in
many
eases,
with
formal manner was further inthe time, seemed to be the least
ambition are essential to successful
in onion shapes are sold in the city
promising has just what you have rough, home-made, inexpensive ap had been waiting for'.
lianced by the assistance of Mrs.
paratus. but they do It carefully and
operation. By encouraging and re
“His eyes sparkled as he told during the day of thc market.
been waiting for."
$301.50
Tweediw, who charmingly told of
Blackington was asked what type W strict attention to cleanliness, how excited lie was when he shot
warding these traits in our public
A certified check for $301.50 has
embarking on the Queen Mary the
Peafowl Devour Insects
of camera he would advise a person j temperature and proper kind of tiie whole roll of film on that wind
service we will achieve good gov
Peafowl in addition to their beau 1 b: pn sent to National Finnish Re
beauties of the huge liner and many
to buy. He didn't exactly balk at 1 chemicals, plates and paper and ing. rutted road with the big trees
ernment.
answering, but indicated that he I above everything else, they work and the bent figure of the old man ty, have a certain amount of utility. lief. Inc . New York City ,as the con
In Maine we liave already made a interesting experiences on ship
regarded this a dangerous question, with painstaking care and not ln a and the youthful, tow-headed lad They devour snails, frogs, toads cluding act of this newspaper in
board.
distinct advance by the adoption of
because it is very difficult to know great rush and when the print is at his side. He explained that as and insects. As they are allowed a tlie Hcover drive. The local Finn
Tlie lecture was sponsored by the
a State merit system, but further
exactly what style or type of camera finished, it is a thing of beauty and soon as the negative was dry he great amount of freedom, estates ish fund has already been forward
would meet person's individual re a joy forever and." he went on. ,.went to a photo supply
t house In . maintaining a trio seldom have any ed to headquarters. Subsequent
progress is yet to be made. Honest Arts and Crafts Society and netted
Phased the first pack ; insect
arc said t0 be
quirements. It was more a case of "it's much cheaper to make one ’ L?n??n
a
goodly
sum
for
the
N.Y.A.
project.
and efficient public employes should
letting each person get used to tak good print than two dozen inferior .of 16 x 20 Barnet Tiger-tongue better protection than the average funds mav be received by local
Miss
Mildred
Perrin
had
charge
be made secure in their jobs re
I paper that he had ever owned and , watchdoe. AIert t0 everv sight and Finnish folk, Emil Rivers, chair
ing photographs and then decide ones.'
“Wlien I was in London in 1927 in a homemade wooden trap, lined'
gardless of politics. Their experi of tickets, and the ushers were Vina
for himself the camera best suited
man.
I went to the annual exhibition of with oilcloth, he made 11 16 x 20 sound they will "holloa’’ at the unHarlow. Marion Freeman. Annie
to hts needs.
to
ence is an asset to the State.
I' usual.
Their
call not only arouses
the
Royal
Photographic
Society,
prints,
using
fresh
developer
for
..
.......
The question was then shifted to:
Reasonable hours adequate pay Brook, and Ruth Rogers. Mrs. Anr.e
"What camera would you choose if not only to see the many beautiful each print and cutting up the 12th | the owner but fr'«h,ens away lhe COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS
and reward by promotion shculd be Snow introduced the speaker, and
WORK WONDERS
you could have but one for your pictures that were hung there but sheet into literally hundreds of lrespasser.
provided in State service as ir. pri Capt. Keryn ap Rice announced the
to see n portrait of the late John
self?
vate industry If we are to expect musical number.
"Just one for myself?' He pon Garo of Boston, made by one of
dered a couple of seconds before America's outstanding pictorialists.
Gabriel Winchenbaugh appeared
the best in administration A rea
Franklin I. Jordan of Newtonville. a
replying;
sonable number of regular days off in two violin solas, delightfully giv
native of Maine, and one ol' the
"I
guess
that
if
I
could
have
just
should be made available to every ing Grainger's "Country Gardens ',
me camera for in.v own use. I'd say. best-known exhibitionists in the
'Shepherds Dance" from Henry" the
State employe.
gimme my old revolving-back. 4 world today. I got a big kick out ol
Eighth and interspersing the talk
; 5 Graflex. which I've used for 25 seeing Garo’s smiling countenace
ears. It's battered and burned i among all those foreign prints and
with Irish jigs and Scottish airs.
md bulky—and looks old-fashioned have always considered it one of
The services of those furnishing
—alongside these new chromium- i "Pop ' Jordan's best portraits,
Alton Hall Blaikington
the musical program was keely applated, stream-lined miniature out- I "One of the prize-winning prints
Bill Davis Of Union Asks predated as some were appearing
fits, but because I liave been getting j was an enormous bromide enlargeof a country lane with heavy
Questions Mainly On in their second concert of the eve- of his head. “Both are everywhere 12 good pictures out of every dozen ment
trees on both sides of the winding
and
in
everything.
Tlie
trouble
is.
films
exposed
for
the
last
quarter
ning. Miss Lotte McLaughlin decentury—I guess it would still be my muddy road and in the middle dis
State Affairs
we do not see them.
' serves muck praise for the help and
tance. an old man and a little boy
That is what I mean when I say choice, could I have but one.”
"But. don't think.'' he added, "that walking toward the camera through
Union. Feb. 17 . time given in the preparation of that pictures are where you find
I haven t anything good to say about clouds of mist that were rising from
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
her pupils ar.d in offering this ex- them."
While Blackington did not decry the new model miniature camera. the soggy lowlands The picture
The Boston Olobe has recently cellent program, acting as accomthe ambition of all whose hobby ts Anyone who has ever attended an was beautifully backlighted, i taker,
added a new and interesting feature panist during the concert.
photography to have as fine a cam Annual Photographic Exhibition j against the light! and liad greu;
entitled “Test Your Horse Sense." Clur?:-M*r*l“*. Si: t. h ,»rf PVrc,!! era as possible, he was very positive knows that some truly remarkable | luminosity in spite of the heavy
Vc-ai'-wio- LMig. Loo/ Ago.
iin his assertion that this ability to pictures are being made witli these shadows that made it most dramatic
by Dr. George H. Crane.
"I was making my headquarters in
Mr, Marianne Bullard
see the picture was of more im- tiny outfits. I use one myself, a
This idea seems to have consid
Vo5,4,L
Burns portance than the camera.
Bantam Special, and have had ex- tlie Royal Photographic Society's
erable merit inasmuch as it is a
| His point was that it doesn t mat- cellent results. In 1927 I had one rooms in Russell Square at the time
Ml» Catherine Rice
thought stimulant and I would sug Vocal—Mother Machree.
Ban ter how fine, how expensive a cam- of the first Leioas that landed ln and expressed a desire to meet the
Dawn.
L*onl era and lens one may be using, it America from Germany. I gave 'man wh0 had made this prize-wingest a somewhat similar idea for the
' Byron Knowlton
Beethoven wont give pictures. artistic results. up the Leicas because there was no ninR picture. And what a shock!
Courier-Oazette with this variation Piano Moonlight Sonata.
Prelude.
Chopin if you please, unless the person
—the readers of The Courier-Ga
Russell Young
a
pointing it . has a real picture in
Vc'ol—Friars of the Orders.
zette to furnish the questions. As
front of him. On the other hand
Drink to Me Only With Thine
Eyes.
a very ordinary camera in the hands >
an incentive to others and to start
Captain* Keryn ap Rice
Excels in Quality and Flavor
of a person who knows a picture j
the ball rolling I submit the follow-1 Vocal Little Irish Oirl.
Charles
when
he
or
she
sees
it
will
produce
t
Sweet Song ol Long Ago
lng:
WUliam Smith Jr.
a pleasant picture and it may even
1—How does Maine use the $1.300.-' Mezzo soprano—
Dt&ek be a salon print.
All ln an April Evening.
Many of these salon prints are
000 revenue received from the sale j
Mrs Faith Brown
accidents. No: I don t mean that
of vinous, malt and distilled liquors? J Vocal Annie Laurie.
Ch?rSl-«ow WornJ;“"an
Uneke the photographer just chanced 10
FANCY
3—What became of the $68,000
Federated class
. press the button and. accidentally
revenue received from the Parigot a picture. What I’m trying to ,
L. N.
RASPBERRIES
say is that most of these beautiful,
Mutuel horse racing?
3— How did the State of Maine J on the State pay roll because of prints you see hung in the exhibi
SUNSWEET—TENDERIZED
tions are the result of many trials.
pay its bills a few years ago. ere ] Old Age Assistance"?
“It is my honest opinion that tn
PRUNES . .
this revenue was available and taxes
11—If the State benefits so largely almost every instance the print
were lower?
FANCY MIXED VEGETABLES
i lrom tiie tourist trade why are there which you admire for its beauty is I
4— Do we elect legislators for thp so many vacant stores on Rock one from many, ever so many nega-1
VEG-ALL LARSEN'S 2 CANS 25c
tives.
sole purpose of discovering new land's Main street?
"The one who made that print
methods of spending money in
12— Are our State Officials public
CON-I-SUR
schemes that will focus public notice servants or are they quasi dictators?
■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■aaaaeeeeeaaaaaaaaaBaaeeaaaeaeeeeBaBaBaeaBIKIBBIlie
12ca°nz 25c
on the sponsor?
SPICED LUNCHEON MEAT . .
These are just a few random
5—What is thp average legislator's thoughts that come to mind at this
NATION-WIDE
conception of his obligation to the time and I believe if you would
EVAPORATED MILK ....
{Ins
taxpayers who gave him his job?
start a column of this nature others
6— Why do approved applications of your readers would be giad to
LIDO
for old age assistance remain un contribute. However, your readers
SPAGHETTI
DINNER A MEAL FOR 3 or 4
■
PKG f 7c
paid for months?
are hereby notified that I dont
7— What is the cost of maintain know all tor any) of the answers
ing State employment agencies?
to the foregoing.
SWANS DOWN
8— What is the total amount of
LGE
Bill Davis
MINO
RED PIE
CAKE FLOUR . . .
PKG 25c
money earned in one year by all of
Union
the persons securing work through
KNI-CEST—PURE STRAWBERRY ot RASPBERRY
these agencies?
'JAR
L“ 23c
PRESERVES ....
9— When there ls a shortage of
I
money for paying old age assistance
SPLENDID
The Rockland Post Offlcp team
why don't some of the hired help
LGE NO 3
CANS
won
a
five-string
match
from
the
take the rap?
CAN
23c
MINCEMEAT
. .
10— How many young people are Star Alley team Saturday night,
the lively contest showing the teams
to be fairly evenly matched. The
NATION WIDE CODFISH CAKES .
CANS
At the
Post Offlce won the first string by
33 pins, then hit their low string
LA TOURAINE COFFEE . .
■ VAC CAN 27C
of the night to lose the second by
23 pins. A comeback was staged
PILLSBURY
.. . Quick! use this
to gain 79 pins in the third and
specialized medica
PANCAKE FLOUR . tion for the nose ...
fourth stanzas, and in the fifth the
PKG
where most colds
Star team hit their only 500 string
start. Helps prevent
LITTLE BUSTER
of the match to gain ten pins, still
colds developing.
to lose the total by 79 pins.
POP CORN (No Hull.)
■
2 CANS 15<
Dard Rackliff had 126 for high
single, and Win Chatto had high ■
total with 531.
SEEDED RAISINS .....
PKGS 25c
Koekland Post Office
CRYSTAL BRAND
T. Perry, 191 90 87 83 103—464
McPhee,
82 to 87 94 93—441
SAL SODA...............................................2
17c
Chatto.
193 BT 122 117 102-531
THREE CROW
Dudley,
91 90 105 112 91-489
2? ANS 19c
GROUND NUTMEG (THE BEST) . ■
Rackliff.
126 94 101 99 102—522
M
M
BOY-AR-DEE
—quickly, privately, without embar503 446 502 505 491-2447
ramneni. No co-signer* necessar,. Nn
SPAGHETTI and MEAT BALLS
2 CANS 25c
Star Alley Team
wage assignment. Employer or friends
»In2c Malt
not notified
Carr
92 107 94 87 93 —473
FICK YOUR OWN PAYMENTS
Roes.
DINTY MOORE
84 83 90 103 113—473
Monthly payments ImltitlCash
■
Hobbs.
101
95
99
97
480
88
Ing
ALL
charges
for:
LcAJSE I9c
to
■
BEEF STEW . . .
5 Mos. 12 Mos. IS Mos. McKinney, 92 91 76 88 75—422
R
You
Here
’
s
a
woven
.short
that
solves
every
problem
of
practicality,
H
—
10 92
5.02
$M
101 93 110 £3 123—520
CALO
7.27 Johnson.
10.05
21 SJ
100.

The C.-G. Fund

RIGHT KIND OF PICTURES

^hon Hall Blackington Knows How To Make
Them—Attention Camera Club!

4

Would Start Quiz

SALAM
TBA

!

!

A MAI INNOVATION!

|

4

27c

NO BIND... NO PULL... NO CREEP

CHERRIES

With The Bowlers

2

•<£|o

25c

. 2

19c

first sn»“lc

10c

Vicks
Va-tro-nol
LOANS
UP TO $300

ISO.
200

15.07
20.10

32.75
43.61

10.91
11 49|

comfort, style. Fine broadcloth or madras in plain, striped or novelty

470 469 469 459 501-2368

shown above, come
you need today.

in

for

PERSONAL
FINANCE CO.
Kresge Bide.
Km. 201
241 Water Street, Augusta, Maine
|
Tel. 1155
charges 3% on Unpaid Monthly balance
up to $150. 2'»% Monthly on Balance
above.
Small Loan Statute License No. 1
20-22il24-26 j

2nd Floor

Look al this list of features in Munsingwear Mino "BREEX”*!

I lie rash

Affk for Mr. Riellv

CAT or DOG FOOD

patterns . . . unusual color combinations . . . light or dark grounds.

If you ran afford the small payments

Find No Meaning for Milo
Milo is a Greek name for which
no meaning is discoverable. The
Milo of ancient times was a cele
brated athlete of Crotona, who, leg
end says, felled an ox with his fist
and ate it in one day. Milo is
also the name of a Greek volcanic
island (Melos is another form of the
name) with a population of 6,000.
Among the ruins of the ancient city
of Melos was found the Venus de
Milo.

50'
EACH

•
•
•
•

■

416 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND, ME.

TEL. 294

CANS

23c

4

CANS

29c

JACK and JILL

CAT FOOD

bias cut, gives but won't bag
one-piece extra roomy seamless seat, full ent legs
yoke front, clastic waistband, no buttons, no snaps
perfectly tailored

GREGORY’S

3

.

.

HYDEPAWCr^

HEAVY WHITE

CANVAS GLOVES
■
■
■
■

SmiiiritiittiiinBiiiiiminHiiiiioiiiiiiiiHiHiiimniiiiiiimiii

NATION-WIDE

2 PAIRS 25c
SERVICE

Of TEMPTING COOKICS
ANDCflOXIf SAN0WKH15

GROCERS
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Every-OtKer-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN

a
Fch 24 Warren- High School Min
strel Show
Feb 25 13 p. nt.)—Memorial service
for crew of the Madeline & Flora at
the Unlversalist Church.

Feb 27—Waldoboro Woman's Club
Golden Jubilee program nt Mrs Gay's
residence
March 26—Klwanls Charity Ball at
Cnniluunltv Building
March 27 Democratic State Conven
tion lu the Bangor Auditorium.
Zjjrll 4 (10 a. in.) Republican State
Convention In City hall Portland.
April 4 (12 in.) Second District Re
publican Convention ln City hall. Port

land.

THE WEATHER

Having found fault because there
had been no severe storms this win
ter, Rockland folks awoke this
morning to find a real nor’eaMer in
progress, nnd baby snowdrifts piled
hither and yon—three days too late
for the Snow Bowl Carnival. Ride
out promises “slowly improving con
ditions late this afternoon and
colder tonight.” He might decently
have left off those last two words.
Thursday Ls Washington’s Birthday,
but the Weather Man will bet a
nickel that the average reader can't
tell how old he would have been if
he had lived, or what year it was he
put the axe to the cherry tree.
Ralph E. Nutt is confined to his
home with an attack of grippe.
Mrs. Jerry Vafiades. has returned
lrom Cape Elizabeth, where she
spent the weekend with her mother,
Mrs. Victor I.esan.
Many stores will be closed on
Thursday. Washington's Birthday.
Tlie Courier-Gazette will print at
thc usual hour Thursday.

Dick Reed of Rockland, who Ls on
he staff of the Maine Development
Commission, will be on the Martha
Dean broadcast over WOR at 3
l’rlock this afternoon.
A meeting of the Third District
Council American Legion Auxiliary'
will be held Friday Peb. 23 at 1.30
p. m. in the Womans Club rooms
in Wiscasset.

Anderson Auxiliary. S.U.V. meets
Wednesday, with afternoon beano
ln charge of Mrs. Doris Ames and
Mrs. Mae Cross as supper chainnan.
There will be work on a candidate
at Ihe business session.
A correspondent writes: “Who
pray wants to listen to the radio
when a man with not a p(easant
voice is yelling at you ‘chew Double
Bubble Gum once, give your mouth
a real workout!' Whence are we
drifting? Certainly out of culture if
we are willing to let the radio get
away with this kind of blah. After
all we do pay a very good price to
have real things come to us and
we appreciate them."

Public beano at G.A.R. hall Wed
nesday 2 p. m. Feb. 21—adv.

DANCING

Every Wed.
AT

GLEN
COVE
Music By

HAL’S RHYTHMAIRES
DOOR PRIZE
97Ttf

WALDO THEATRE
MAINE'S LITTLE RADIO CITY
TEL. WALDOBORO 100
SHOW TIMES Matinees:
Saturday 2.30. Sunday 3.00, Every
eveninc at 1.00.

TUES.-WED.. FEB. 20-21
LOUIS-GODOY
COMPLETE FIGHT PICTURES
Round By Round
Sre the whole championship
fight that amazed the experts and
had the Madison Square Garden
erowd on its feet half the eve
ning!

and
JACKIE COOPER
BETTY FIELD
JOHN HOWARD

LIONEL STANDEE
in

“WHAT A LIFE”
THl'RS.-FRI.. FEB. 2S-23
BARBARA STANWYCK
FRED MaeMCRRAY

BECLAII BONDI

in

“Remember The Night”

BURPEE'S
FUNERAL HOME
Ambulance Service
TELEPHONES
390. 781-1 or 781-U
110-112 LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND, ME,
119-tf

Page Three

Catfish And Dogfish

Baptists of Three Counties Meet Here -

A Strange, Almost Unbe
lievable Tale, Cooked Up
By A. Jay See
I'm not worth a darn at spinning a
yarn
That wonder:! away from the truth.''

Have Already Raised $4000
For Relief Fund—More
Names To Appear
There can be no doubt but that
everyone has some idea as to what
the Finnish people are doing here
to help out their native land. They
are having series of programs to
which every expense ls contributed
(For The Counier-Gazettei
making it possible to have all of the
income used in a way that will be
Salute the man! And such as he.
Who stood and spoke for Liberty;
most beneficial to their many
Who met the challenge or the hour.
friends and relations in the “old
When Britain witli her wealth and power
country''. They are also grateful
Taxed Colonies fur unjust gains.
to thelr many American friends who
And aimed to keep them in tier chains.
Salute the man! Whose cherished name.
have so willingly given their serv
First made us free, and brought us fame;
ices in whatever work they havo
A General and Statesman great,
done.
He won lhe War nnd built the State.
Prom Ihe Finnish Relief program
In lands afar how'great the need,
held at the Masonic hall Peb. 10. a
Por Washington’s heroic creed;
sizeable sum of $237 was made as a
And action in behalf of right,
result of the entertainment nnd
For men lo rise up ill their might;
And drive the tyrants from their thrones,
dance put on at that time.
Withholding bread and giving stones.
Saturday and Sunday. Peb. 17 nnd
In lands with Liberty the dream.
18. Strand Theatre participated in
Hands stained with murder reign supreme;
the drive for Finnish Relief, and
Democracy betrayed! For shame
By those who long profess the name.
as a result from contributions re
ceived at the theatre netted $96 67,
lls God and Justice, Truth and Right.
Alone can flood this earth with light;
which Manager Joseph Dondis has
Alone can save and make us free,
already sent to the Finnish Relief
And weld the world ill unity;
Campaign Headquarters.
A fellowship in which we find.
The contributions have already
Tlie end Divine for all mankind;
A world in whicli all wars shall cease,
come up to $4,000 which is a truly
And Nations thrive in arts of peace.
goodly amount to have raised in
America! Beware of wars.
these times. Of this amount $3300
And gird thyself for Freedom's cause.
| has already been sent to those offi
Henry Pelton Huse.
cials who will see that it will be put
North Haven.
to a good use.
In the near future, there will
Usual bringing his pet. We talked gan to shake lhe almost dead kit- again be entered in this paper a
late Into the evening and I invited ten. my kitten,
list of those who have contributed
him to spend the night with me.
Then, if ever and such be posto this cause. This will be an ad
and provided what I, at the time, sible. I saw red. Hours later. I
ditional
list to what has already
considered a suitable place for Ills wa8 to)d lllat j bad kllle(, TolIuliy K
appeared in this paper.
terra-marine fish dog.
idolized dog and had driven
Just after daylight the next i Tommy from the house, But, ex
II. R. H.
morning we were awakened by a cept for the fact that I had lost
most horrible commotion.
We
The brown tail and gypsy moth
a friend. I had no regret for killrushed into the adjoining room
U)al
clearing
crews are now active and
where I had placed my aquarium
while cleaning up thc debris
housewives are warned that there
on a stool for that night and a ter- 1
rible sight greeted me. Perhaps us, from the broken aquarium. I found is no evil intent on the part of the
but I am almost certain that I ainid the sand, sea inud. stones and strange men armed with long brush
plants, a thin slab of glass, evident
heard a subdued snicker from ly from the side of a broken bottle.
es and ropes seen prowling around
Tommy. Tlie kitten, moaning pitthe premises.
in her tank rapidly bleeding to
A memorial service for the men
Hair Grower Triple Strength."
death.
who lost their lives in the Madeline
i The End)
Her tail, which she, while sleep
A. Jay 'See
& Flora will be held at the Uni
ing, almost always let hang over
"Time softens all blows, heals versalist Church Sunday afternoon
the rim of the aquarium lay faintly
pulsating on the floor. The cur many scars. The author would now at 3 o'clock, sponsored by the
fish, pup fish, or sea blood hound. gladly make peace with his old churches of the community. Tlie
barking savagely, before we could
'
program will appear in Thursday's
reach him. tipped over and broke
Subscribe
to Tlie Courier-Gazette. issue.
the tank into many pieces and he-

My sentiments are precisely ex
pressed in these closing lines of a
nautical poem recently read. And
to emphasize will add. I have no
u: e for a liar. But there is a prov
erb. an old. old proverb. Truth is
stranger than fractions," or ls the
word “fiction?''
So here goes: My young friend.
Tommy Winston, said, “let's go
fishing." The next fine day found
I us “lying" at anchor 12 miles off
tlie coast of Maine, on the broad
expanse outside Monhegan island.
. We had caught but few flsh. It
was one of those extreme^ rare
days—glassy smooth, but without
the usual oily swell of the breeze
less day.
As described in that famous
i poem “Old Ironsides’—“A dead
calm rested on the bay." Several
Rev. Luther Wesley Smith
Rev. Jesse R. Wilson
Rev. R. D. Williamson
dead clams rested on the bait board
Three of the six speakers to be at the First Baptist Church Washington's Birthday
of our power boat and we almost
to sleep had gone. " Then sudden
Baptists from the churches in j known in the organization and Church,” "Living the Christian ly we came alert. Strange sounds
the Damariscotta, Lincoln and]those assigned to the conferences Life Today," "Women's Task in the had aroused us. Certainly strange
Kennebec associations, will come in Maine are; Rev. Jesse R. Wilson, Church of Tommorow,” “Christian there, the nearest land, the island,
D. D.. associate secretary of the Leadership for Today and Tomor being fully three miles off and no
to Rockland Thursday for a con- ' American Baptist Foreign Mission
row,"
and “World Fellowship other boat in sight. The sounds
were real; the frightened mewing
vocation, similar to about 100 which j society; the Rev. Prank E. Eden, Through Christ."
of a eat and the snappy barking
are being held this year all over director of evangelism for the PaRev. W. P Brown of Camden is of a dog. Close at hand and rapid
the United States.
I cific coast of the American Home the convocator for tills* conference. ly approaching, a faint ripple apThe headquarters will be the Mission society; tlie Rev. R. D. Those assisting him are Rev. C. A. on the otherwise unmarred sur
First Baptist Church and luncheon Williamson, advisor on the Every Marstaller of Rcckland. deputa face. and the notes of the feline
and canine concert grew louder
and supper will bc served by local Member Canvass for the council tion; the Rev. J. C. MacDonald of and more distinct. Then came a
organizations. Dinner for all thc on finance and promotion; Newton 1 Rockland, arrangements; the Rev. slight splash at the boatside and
assembly will bo served at 12.15 in t C. Petter, advisor to the Student | W. S. Stackhouse of Warren, pas- over the low rail came an—I can
tne Masonic Temple by members Christian movement of Greater bars; Chester Wyllie of Warren, not yet say—“animal'' for it was a
fish!
And from the squawks,
of OES, at the Methodist Church Boston; the Rev. Luther Wesley laymen; Mrs. Cliester Wyllie of squalls, hisses and other feline
by tiie Ladies' Aid and at. Odd Fel Smith, executive secretary of the Warren, literature'; Mn Carl Cas- like sounds it could be nn other
lows hall by the Rtbekalis, the same Amertcan Baptist Publication so- sens and Mrs James W Emery of than a catfish.
Then another splash and another
menu at popular price. Supper at ciety, and Miss Janet S. McKay. Rockland, entertainment; Miss VirC.15 for the young people will be home base secretary of the Wom- ginia Egan of Rockland, young peo- flsh. but different. (Long with
shark-liked head and tail. Gray
served at the Methodist Church, an’s American Baptist Foreign pie; the Rev. H. W. Nutter of in color; skin like sand paper—
Mission
society.
South
Montville.
missionary
proand for the women's group at Ma
jumped for the rail, but was met.
The theme of the convocation motion; the Rev. Melvin Dorr. Jr., by a slap ln the face from the tail
sonic Temple. Tickets for all meals
will be on sale at the Baptist will be “The Mission of tlie Church of Morrill. Christian education; of the catfish, driving it back into
Church vestibule. Tickets will be in a Distressed World" and the Mrs. Donald P. Perron of Thomas- the water, where it darted back and
forth, ki-yi—ing like a tin canned
reserved by calling Mrs. Carl Cas topics to be discussed are; "A Re- ton. women; Mrs C. A. Marstaller cur. He tried it again and again
sens or Mrs Clara Emery. The vlval cf Evangelism," The World of Rockland, visualization; Ihe with the same result. By this time.
sessions will commence at 10.30 a. Mission of Vital Religion," “Our Rev. C. Vaughn Overman of Rock- Tommy being much younger than
in. and continue until 9.30 in thc Mission to the Church,” “World port, moderators: and the Rev. I had grabbed our dip net and
Service Through Christian Edu- Willard G. Foote of Belfast, evan- after several trials succeeded in
evening.
scooping the little beast and trans
Speakers will be persons well cation," “Tlie Mission of the Local gelism.
ferred It to a tub of sea water
which he drew with our handy
Edward Peaslee Jr., of Kents Hill
Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Stickney of
Aurora Lodge F.A.M. will meet bucket and then covered the tub
with a piece of canvas.
School, has been spending a few Belmont, Mass., passed the weekend tomorrow night with work in thc
Then at once, the catfish, which
days at his home on Llmerock street with Dr and Mrs. Wilffam Elling- Fellowcraft degree
had apparently been watching
every movement, sliding to the rail
_____
wood.
------L. E. Blackington received a letter opposite the one where she had
Henry H. Payson, who has been
Members of T Club had luncheon from his brother Jesse M. Blacking boarded us. began a sweet purring
having a long Indoor siege on acsong, exactly as your “tabby" at
count of an injured knee and grippe, j at the Sandwich Shop in Camden ton of Yreka. Calif., announcing the home, addressing her vari-colored
Ls again able to be out.
Priday night and attended the coroFel)- 6 of the latter’s wife, ^Offspring. Then balancing herself
on the boat rail, leaned over and
-------nation. They were guests later at Len» May Blackington
• after some effort lifted something
Harrison E Dow is spending the the home of Mrs. Edna Dwinal
I National Defense Week will be mto the boat. This, she repeated
school vacation in Malden, Mass.
The Knnv o.ntv Omer. n„h' observed by Uie Rockland Liouq three times and tlien we plainly
He attended Saturday the Medomak
The Knox County Camera Club
^' saw the result of her labors. Pour
will meet tonight in the Congrega- Cl . ,omorrow wi,h “P1- Keryn smali catflsh. or should I say kitCamp reunion, held in Boston.
tional Church vestry. All members aP ^*cp as Buest speaker. Miss Lot- ten fish, lay huddled together; the
are requested to take mounted ttP McLaughlin will sing patriotic] mother purring and giving other
A group of schoolmates was in
and there will be other special manifestations of Joy and even
vited to the home of Barbara Clark prints to be sent to the second an songs,
.
seeming to express gratitude to us.
ooseri ances.
j
^jg tjme the confined dog was
Thursday from 4 to 6 o'clock to nual Portland exhibit.
-------I barking like a puppy restrained
make merry on her eighth birthday.
Tlie Past Noble Grands A.ssocia- j ,rom following his master. "Well”
Billy McLoon, son of Mr. and Mrs
Red and white decorations predom
tion will be enterlained at Odd Fel- gasped Tommy, "We may be awake,
J.
H.
McLoon,
noting
the
item
about
inated at the luncheon table, where
lows hall Wednesday, wiUi supper 11 almost doubt it. but the only way
a lovely cake was gleaming with the 86’i year old gentleman
t-in.ui In
in Sat
ou
cm a
to be sure is to get that anchor up
urday’s issue,announces that he has
™mbcls at ^30 A leception md bpftl R bafk (o pon Clyde’.
eight candles. Prize games were
twogreat-great-grandmothers who wU1 be given for °
Lovejoy, I) But what about those
unfOr.
won by Oretta Lunda. Donna Gard-,
ner and Evelyn Pendleton. Others qualify well. Mrs. Adelle McLoon. go- D.G. M.. and colored pictures ol tunate lish? I answered, tears
lng on 91, and Mrs. Mary E. Haines, both fairs will be shown by Wil- coming to my eyes when I noticed
j present were Jennie Stanley, Avery
bur Senter. All Odd Fellows and lhe Pathetic sight of the frightened
going on 90, both of Rockland.
Eaton. Donald Low. Clara Brick
_____
Rebekahs are invited to the reccp-imother fish and hpr four hplplesf
' trusting young.
ley. Francis Ross. Joan Cliisholm,1 Thursday night thq Community tion.
There is a story here. “Very
Joan Rackliffe and Jackie Grispi. Trojans tangle with Camden Y. M
------i rue.” was hls reply, “but who
The hostess received many nice C. A. at the Community building in
Joseph Widdecombe. 19, and Bert could we ever make believe It? So
gifts.
a basketball game tliat should be Vanorse, 16. were knocked down by 1 dump them over." 'No. said I. I
packed wltli excitement from start a passing automobile near the ce- aI? going t0 take ‘hat ^itt*p three
. , . , . ...
.
colored one; the female and try to
The local branch of the Amalga- to finish. The last time these two ment plant last night, and were l!omesticate her. n^y al, look
mated Clothing Workers' of America teams met Camden squeezed out a later discovered lying in the high-' very Intelligent. “And I will keep
formed by the employes of the Van 31-30 victory over the Trojans in way, by the occupants of another the dog" said Tommy. “Judging
Baalen-Heilbrun factory, has in one of the most exciting ball games car. Taken to Knox Hospital in from hls slzP and volce- hp can t
more than a puppy.”
stalled these officers: Mrs. Helen seen at the Community Building the ambulance of A. D. Davis & be muchdeclslons
then made. des.
Johnson, c halrman; Richard L. ' this year. If you are planning to Son, both were found to have suf- tined to mark the beginning of a
Jones, secretary: Mrs. Eva Gray .1 celebrate Washington's Birthday go fered broken legs and severe bruises.1 rift in our friendship of long standtreasurer; Alize Fitzgerald. Annie
a good game of basketball. A but their condition this morning is in$We young
relurncd
the m0,her
and her
Dean, Harriet Parmalee, Michael dance wd[ be held after tlie game, reported
reponea as
as "satisfactory
sausiactory ' . Thev
They ,brpp
tQ lhpir
native elementi
Raffelle, Henry Sylvestri, Antonio with only a nomillai ndmL%i0„
are being treated by Drs. Nortli and , receiving from her, several tail
Oaliano, Beatrice Mears and Oreste charge.
Appolonio.
The State Police arc waving salutes as she seemingly,
Cusatl members of the executive
investigating.
with reluctance, swam away. In
committee. Dancing was enjoyed
The first quiet hour service of the
_____
due season, we arrived home with
by thc 150 present. Music was by Lenten season will be held in the
From Kelley Cfle’s Rotary Bu!- our
ci‘rpfully packed in wet
Hals' Rhythmaires. Refreshments vestry of the Universalist Church letln: The regular meeting next ra weed.
My pet thrived even better than
were served. Regular meetings will Thursday at 7.30 p. m. when Dr. Friday has been cancelled and tlie
be held the last Friday of each John Smith Lowe will begin his Ladies’ Night on Wednesday. Feb. I had right or reason to expect. I
built her an aquarium, fully large
month and there will bc quarterly series of talks on events and teach 21, takes its place. It will be held nt enough to supply room for her na
social affairs.
ings in the life of Jesus. The serv Community Building. A chicken sup tural growth and expansion. She
ices are designed to meet the needs per will be .served, entertainment to >’'Jt °n, npsl> rapidly and grew very
k . ..
j u
j
.
„
playful.
At times
few minBORN
Jn #n
pvpnlngforj a wouW
lakp'
of the community as a whole. Tliey be followed by dancing. Sumner
Graffam — At Camden Communitv
Hospital. 10 Mr and Mr. Maynard are non-sectanan in character. In Perry in charge is a guarantee of a ' |ier fro(n her tank, and she would |
“huSu^-m'kmx Hosp’lUl. Feb 13. thp past man>’ fripnds from a11 thp good time.—We are very glad to lie on the living room floor, playto Mr «ncl Mrs Herbert M Huntley, churches have attended these quiet welcome back President John, who some with our house cat, whose
has been sick for a couple of weeks language she seemed fully to under-1
a son Charle Deforest.
Morse—At Tenants Hiirl>or, Feb. 5. to hour services. All who feel the im
,1 B.«l
Mr and Mrs Virgil C. Mor.e. a son
portance a service calculated to -Th,
from a saucer or iodized inilk and
Virgil Orunutndol
was
received
with
much
regret. We sharing a can of pink salmon with
Hubbard—At Thomaston. Feb. 17. to deepen the common faith are cor
Mr and Mrs. Ashley Hubbard, a daugh
hope that he may be able to come her earth born friend, be returned
dially invited. Because of the na
ter
back with us at some future time.— to her dwelling.
ture of the service those attending Word has come from Belfast of the
After some weeks, I sensed that
MARRIED
are asked to arrive a little before death of Rev. William Vaughn. He something was perhaps wrong In
Mank-Lamplnen -At Warrerf. Feb 11.
.
...
„ .
her general appearance. A little
Albert M»nk aud Miss Jennie Lampinen 7.30.
had been a visitor and speaker at,
T Rnpw sompthing unusua!
both of Warren—Hy Rev William S.
Stackhouse
m .. a
. u. our club many tlmes -8Prin8 con’ was happening. A fine fuzz was
di
beano Thursday night. ference
be held at Augusta May extending over hfcr entire body.
DIED
Townsend Club No. 2 at Spear hall.
and 13. Oeorge O. Spencer, di- Thin hair, black, brown, and w’hite
Simmons — .At Rockland. Feb. 18.
rector of R I, Moncton. N. B. will also her tail, once a conventional
Eleanor (Jackson), widow of Elmer —adv.
E Simmons, aged 71 years. 7 months.
10 days
Funeral today at 2 o'clock
from residence, 11 Knox street.
Garcelon At Lewiston. Feb. 16. Miss
Frances Garcelon of Auburn, aged 79
years
Miles—At Stonington. Feb 13. Mrs
Mina (Montelth) Miles, aged 57 years.
11 months. 5 days. Interment at Mer
chants Island.
Camaire — At Waldoboro. Feb. 18.
Isabel, wife of John Camaire, aged 59
years
Funeral Wednesday at 130
oclock at Flanders funeral home
'Roberts At Rockland. Feb 18. Ellatlne. daughter of Mr and Mrs Chris
topher Roberta, aged 7 years. 7 months.
8 days. Funeral today at 10 o'clock
from residence on Lake avenue. Inter
ment ln Vinalhaven.
Upton—At Appleton Feb. 17. Laura
E.. wife of Malcolm Upton, aged 76
years. Interment ln Camden.
Barrett At Hope Corner Feb. 19.
William P. Barrett aged 75 years. Fu
neral Thursday at 2 o'clock from resi
dence.
Hart -At, Camden. Feb 20. Dr Louis
F Hart, aged 72 years. Funeral Thurs
day at 10 30 from residence.

i growing when about the length of,
Can you think of anything better '
Of an Angora cat. So I ceased ft
than “Swap for Cash" without any S to worry.
“E 's? Well, that is exactly the sort I Meantime Tommy had visited me]
I . . ,
.
i often, at times bringing his pel
of deal you get today and tomorrow , whiph dup main,y
Tommy s ,.x.,
at The Courier-Gazette office. If j perjence as a dOg trainer, had also
you pay a year's subscription, you , developed rapidly in soul and body,'
get letters, no matter how many. I showing great affection for Tommv
from thc “no-see" book until you alone- apparently being a "one
man dog." By gradual means my
Ambulance Service
get some other letter besides E •ifrjend ],ad atjapted him to our orIf you are a new subscriber, you j dinary atmospherical conditions,
get two letters other than “E's. so that he now spent very little
•RUSSELL
Only today and tomorrow docs the time in his tank. We both, had
begun to plan lor the future as we
record-breaking experiment exist at knew that were were fast achieving
FUNERAL HOME
9 CLAREMONT ST.
TEL. 662
The Courier-Gazette office. Sub something unique in the annals of
ROCKLAND, ME.
Late one
scribe today and get two letters, biological research.
98-tl
afternoon, Tommy came ln. As
neither one a hated “E".

9

ft

Our Loyal Finns

WASHINGTON

SWAPCASH
WITHOUT ii)'
The chief objection to the “Swap For Cash” plan has been

the preponderance of “E’s”

THERE WILL BE NO “E” FOLK
TODAY and WEDNESDAY at

THE COURIER-GAZETTE OFFICE
For Each Year’s Subscription Paid ($3) You Get

ONE LETTER
For Each New Subscription Paid ($3) You Get

TWO LETTERS

IF AN “E” COMES FROM THE NO-SEE BOOK YOU ARE
ENTITLED TO ANOTHER AND ANOTHER

UNTIL YOU GET SOME OTHER LETTER
THAN AN “E”
—AT—

The Courier-Gazette
Tuesday and Wednesday
February 20 and 21
REMEMBER—If an “E” comes from the bock you keep on selecting
letters until you get some letter other than an “E

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, February 20, 1940
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"SALTS OF THF SOUND"

THREE
SHUTTERED
HOUjEf
a?

MM£$ W»«

New Prison Barracks, South Warren

l&W

A story of steamboating on Long
Island Sound from 1815 to the pres
ent time Author, Roger Williams
McAdam, author ot "The Old Fall
River Line."
The Stephen Da.ve Press, Pub
lishers, Brattleboro. Vermont. And
this fine house again has scored
another triumph in this historic
epoch cf the beginnings of steam
boating.
Tliis book, beautifully bound and i
printed on superior stock book is
the historic knitting together of 1
New England business life with j
stories of peril, hardship and glori
ous triumphs in the early shipbuild
ing days. What John M. Richard
son is doing for this part of the At
lantic coast, Mr. McAdam has done
for tlie Long Island Sound section
and Robert P. Tristram Coffin has
so tellingly portrayed in his "Little
Bays, Brunswick section,” in thc
graphically told tale of Captain
Abby and Captain John.
All of this historical data of early
shipping life is New England's
golden age might have been lost
but for these energetic searchers for
truth of sea life. The tragedies cf
burning ships. The stories cf cop
per boilers and wood burning; the
Intrepid courage and daring of the
staunch early captains; the diffi
cult Hell Gate and Pea Soup en
counters; the suspending of ship
ping when whole fleet* were solid
ly frozen in winter's Ice.
This story takes cne through the
,.
different suges of packet trade, and
tow-rope times, slow and stately
wind jammer history, to brilliant
palatial steamers of today.
The book has an index that is
comprehensive and personalities are
shown with delightful ar.eodotes.
js not alone a
fw

Courier-Gazette Cross-Word Puzzle
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Id
17
lb
15
Hurder, is out there, in that house,
1
near dying. It wouldn't take much
3l 33 Ah
30 Jl
19
to make him die. Whoever set fire
w
to the house last night wants him
i 3b
35
dead.” And after a moment Tope
ft"
added soberly: "They refuse to have
38 i 39
37
a nurse for him.”
W
Mb
He shook his head; he said in a
Mb
MM
Ml 43
grim and stricken tone:
mF
1
1 50
"I think there's an insane mur
MM
M7
derer loose out there—insane, and
1
L F53
clever as a cat He's managed to
51
51
get by so far without leaving a
-.*4 J j.
.mU.
trace. It’s the first time in forty
57
5b
55
years that I’ve seen a case without
Go
one single lead.”
5ft 59
bl
bl
This structure has been erected almost wholly by inmates of the State Prison.
Clint cried: "What are you get
ting at. Inspector?"
B5"L
bM
1
UNION
Tope hesitated for a moment. He
ignored Clint, said slowly then:
The Woman's Foreign Mission
"There's one more thing you ought
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
Auxiliary met Tliursdav with Mrs
««««
ft ft
know. Miss Leaford: Inspector
50- Greek queen of the 14- Above
1-Wlt
Jennie
Thurston,
enjoying
a
pleasHeale has arrested this man you call
ALENA
U
STARRETT
15- Entitle
MRS LOUISE MTliaB
4-Shadt tree
gods
Uncle Jim. Heale thinks he did it"
ant and profitable session.
18- Agitated
7-ltalian river
51- Speck
Correspondent
CkvTMpondcal
"But why should he?" she protest
19- Embarassed with
53- Ownt
8- Klnd of dog
Alton C. Ingraham of Boston visiftftftft
ftftftft
ed. “What reason had he?"
hindrance*
10- Aptitude
54- Guided
ted hts mother. Mrs Eleanora In- j
Tel 4*
And Tope said briefly, kindly:
t>l
55- The act of forsaking 21-Before
11- Bone (Latin)
grx'.r.m
last
Tuesday
at
the
home
without permission 24-Serpent
"He's your father, June."
13-Aecused
vf Mr and Mrs. W. J Bryant.
28-Raieed with a lever
16- Marth
SB-Very
For a long moment then, silence
At the annual meeting of tlte lo
Miss Dora Gay of Boston is at
27-Roam
17- Open (Poet.)
60- Correlative of
Mr and Mrs Eugene Calderwood
held them all. June sat still, and
cal
Red
Cross
committee.
Mrs
Inez
30- Note in Guido's scale
neither
18- Place
the color drained out of her cheeks her home here for a short visit.
r: ■ passing the remainder of the
20-0 bee rved
31-Com-spike
61- Male descendant..
till she was white as snow. Clint
Mrs. A. E. Levensaler and Miss winter with their daughter anti Mathews was named president,
33- Record (abbr.)
22- Mlneral tpring
82- At hand
caught her, and she clung to him: Edith Levensaler were guests Sun- son-in-law. Mr. and Mrs. Albert suceedirtg Mrs. Frank Rowe. The
83- Lacklng nimblenoas 34- Swisa river
23- Boaet
office of secretary was left open for
yet she did not hide her face from dav of Mr and Mrs. Ralph Titus McPhail.
64-Supply with reaolu. 37- A mere taste
2S-Make a mistake
them. She stared at Inspector Tope,
Mrs. Norman Whitehill. who was
38-Curae
tion
29-Peeke
in
South
Eliot.
Mrs.
Estelle
Perry
attended
not present. Mrs Chester Wylhe
and her eyes were streaming, and
10—A title
28- Stupid person
Mr. and Mrs Stuart Hemingway Cttrch here Sundav and received a was re-elected treasurer An In
her lips worked as though she would
29- Turkiah official
41-Reveale
VERTICAL
43- A yellow color
32-To walk with heavy
speak, but no words came, She of Syracuse are visiting Mr. and cordial greeting
from oldtime
crease ln membership was reported.
44- Bird hornet
1- lnterjeetion
ate pa
watched him, and tears streamed Mrs. Russell Cooney at October friends
85 having Joined Accomplishments
48-A flower
2- Unfaeten
35- Same at olein
down her cheeks, and she began to
The W.C T.U. will meet Thurs
Farm.
36- A light yellow color 3- Small stream
48-Tu-f
were: Two clinics, one toxoid, and
hiccough with smothered sobs,
50-A fowl
37-Trap
4- Part of a circle
A telephone has been installed In day at 2.30 at the home of Mary- the purchase of six pairs of glasses.
Tope spoke slowly, in explicit
52-Carves shelter
39-A land meaeure(pl.) 5- Walk
Ware.
Each
local
union
is
asked
terms. “Your mother ran away the residence of Mrs. O. O. Wood.
The "Evening With Seth Parker"
8-Negative
54-Spl.t ,
41- Seized with the
to hold a public meeting near Peb.
with him when she was a girl,” he
teeth
7-Equillbrium
56- K 'id of I sen
Frank Jackson. Mrs. Edna Turner
given
Fridaynight
at
the
Baptist
17 and tc take an offering for the
who have gone down to the sea in 42- Soothing
said. "By and by they came home
57-Atom bearing a.i
9- Web-footed bird
£ WlUard Mpmoria; pund Church under the direction of Mrs
to live; and after two years there, and guest Miss Dyer of Lewiston
electric charge
1O-Nigh (Poet.)
ships, but for all Americans to real 45-Cover
59-Conjunetlon
the old folks broke it up. Mrs. and Mrs. Elmer Wentworth at a home missionary fund to organ- j Chester Wyllie , auspices of the ize what has built this country and 47-Mimickt
12- Lyrics
49-A letter
Bowdon and Mrs. Taine, he told me. tended Pomona Saturday in Booth- lze temperance work ln needy Helds. muflc
13- Lair
82-Exist
aa*
the tremendous power our ships had
turned your mother against him. He bay.
and successful.
"• (Answer To Previous Puzzle)
All are Invited
’ in making the New England of tosaid Mr. and Mrs. Hurder were on
Miss Marcia Blaney was hostess
Rev. Lewis A. Brown, mission- day. This book adds luster to school. Pupils neither absent or]
nlght t0 the Brldge CTub.
"About a month ago,” June re- his side, but the others broke them
I,«G' in the Belgian Congo. Africa, American shipping history.
tardy during the winter term are:
Lillian
A.
Cole
j
fleeted. “I found Rab in the bath- down. Finally he left He wanted
The death of Lillian A. Cole In spoke Sunday at the Baptist Church |
K s p
room; he told me.”
your mother to go with him, but she .Mr. and Mrs Fred Leen and son
Harlow Mank. Richard Overlock,
Tope wagged his head; but he was afraid, so he went away alone." of Portland were weekend guests Bapgo;- brings many kind remem- 'in an instructive manner of the ====== Russell Overlock, Earl Gammon.
did not push this matter further
And he explained: "He didn't of Mr and Mrs. K K Weston.
brances to her many relatives and mission's work in Vanga. of which ning wai conclude<i with
Morgan Barbour. Robert Hooper.
“Did you know Miss Thayer?’ be know about you till afterward, years
Mr. and Mrs. B. G. Miller and j frtends in this community. Thc 'h* 18 th* head, his assistant, Mrs. the musjc by Theodore Siili and Lucille Perry. Esther Smith, Emily
asked. “Her name's Lissa."
afterward. V hen you were about daughters Marv and Nancy and ; oi<tf "daughter of Lucretia (Nor Brown He emphasized the need o,,0rgf lives'
Smith, and Arlene Boggs; absent
“Yes,” June assented. “That is. ten years old. he came back and v.
«s„n
dau«2_ter ‘ Lucretia NOT
II saw her sometimes, when I was met you in the woods, and you-told Y
®
,h ?
J
S
Iw<xx3’ and Erastu* Cole- her child for more schools, morc equipment
Miss Lilltian Anttila of New York but one day, Robert Littlehale, and
hood was spent on the farm and her in that territory. After the service city is spending a few months with Sylvia Hill,
I walking in the woods.”
him who you were. So he stayed. day in Portland and Lewiston.
The 50th anniversary of the education received in the local a question and answer period was her parents, Mr. and Mrs. William
Children who have not missed any
"Did you ever see your cousin 7° he near you, lived in the cabin
Asa with her?" Tope asked. The There. They wanted to put him oil founding of the Woman's Club and schools She was a talented musi- held. Music included selection by Anttila at North Warren, as Mrs. word in spelling are: 2d grade,
Roger Teague, and hymn accom Anttila ls in ill health.
,girl shook her head; and Tope ex- the land: but there wasn’t any di- the General Federation of Women s -ian and taught piano pupils.
Emily Smith and Earl Gammon:
Plained:
1 vorce. and he threatened to make clubs will be observed next Tues- , Miss Cole was a teacher In the paniment. by an orchestra, Ches
3d grade. Lucille Perry, Merrick
Funeral
services
for
Mrs.
Fred
E.
"I saw them kiss each other to- trouble unless they let him stay.
public scnools of Rcckland. Ten- ter Wyllie, baritone hom; Harold Welt, former resident of this town, Beane, and Mary J. Boggs; 4th!
night, at the fire. They were back He didn t ask anything of them ex■in the shadows, but I saw."
cept to be near you, to see you P^R'an1 a’ 'he home of Mrs. Maude ant's Harbor. Ash Point, Warren ’ <^verlock- alto born: Roger Teague were held Feb 10. In Auburn and grade. Sylvia Hill and Evangeline
I "Asa?” June cried Incredulously, sometimes.”
Clark Gay An interesting program and Union. She was a great lover Iand Alfred Wyllie. cornets. Mrs. burial was in Thomaston.
I Barbour. Those having 100 in arith at the talking machine demonstra
* "You never knew anything about
He looked at Miss Moss, sure she has been prepared Each member of nature having been especially i Chester Wyllie. piano
metic nearly every day are: First tion as * many had never seen or
igiat?”
would understand. "I guess he still ts requested to take an amount of interested in gardens and flowers. | "Hearing Ears will be the topic
Lawrence F. Kalloch
grade. Arlene Boggs. Marion Star- heard odc. After thc program a
"Oh, no,” she declared. "But if loved Kitty Leaford,
he said.
equal to that of her birthday
She leaves a sister in Bridgewater,
at 7 oclock Wednesday night at
_
Tliis town lost one of its old- ; rett. Faye Payson. Oswald Waisa- valentine box was opened.
-------------------------....’t —
- "When she died it hit him hard^ Jn a
container which
Asa. loved
her, he wouldn
have
Mass . and a brother in Quincy. [
BaPtist Church, following which I est and mOft respectel altizens nen. and Morgan Barbour; 2d grade,
A program on Washington was
dared tell anyone. They'd have been He went away; but he came back
Ith* Mens forum will meet at 8 Sunday night. Lawrence F. Kalloch, Earl Ganunon. Emily Smith, Esa
receptacle. Oild- Maxfurious. Aunt Evie, and Grandma yesterday, says he was asleep in dpP°sltwl
given
at the Highlands rural
The body will be brought here ®’clock At the latu,r
Mr whose sterling character and un- j ther Smith and Richard Overlock,
his cabin all last nighL So Heale ed boxes will bc distributed for this
Bowdon, I mean."
for
burial
in
the
spring
and
comwil1
talk
on
"Salesmanquestionable
Integrity
had
been
3d
grade,
Merrick
Beane;
Lucille
school
Friday, with the whole
purpose by the committee. The
"You think so?” Tope prompted has locked him up.”
mittal
services
will
be
conducted
at
,
shtp
illustrated
with
several
movie
pro
verbial
for
many
years.
Hls
Pei
ry.
Phyllis
Payson.
Harlow
“
It
would
seem
simple
enough
to
hostesses
will
be
Mrs.
Elsie
Mank.
school
taking
part. The lower
her.
"Yesl Mother used to tell me—" Heale,” she pointed out. "Heale Mrs. Frances Randolph. Mrs. Ida the grave
,
Christian faith and serenity h3ri Mank. Floyd Mank; ith grade, Syl- grades told stories of 'When Wash
| Transportation and banquet tick-!
ft sourcp of ^spirallon to all via Hill.
She hesitated, went bravely on: will say thal.Mr. LeafordI killed Mrs. Stahl Mrs Hattie Crfam„ and
ington was a boy." Recitations were
_
"Mother used to tell me that if I Leaford and then the Hurders, so
NORTH APPLETON
L . Convocation to be held who knew him and underst00d by‘ The play, George Washington
a'
married without their consent, they that June would inherit their mon- " rs
I Thursday In Rockland are in charge even those who touched his life but and the Hatchet" was presented heard from Floyd San’oom. Ray
Isabel Camaire. 59. wife of John
.would crush me. They did crush cy. Then he could claim June as
Mr. and Mrs. George Cullinan of Chesler Wvllie and Leland Pea
1 slightly. His quiet smile, and way i Friday by the Hinckley Comer pri mond Williams, Adelbert Lane and
his daughter, and get her and the Camaire died Feb. 18 at the Little 1 and family of Burkettville spent bodyher, you know.”
! of meeting folks, will be greatly j mary grades with these pupils in Roberta Lane. Games, a Valentine
money too. ’
Nursing Home. Mrs. Camaire was:Sunday with Mr. and Mrs BenjaAlbert Mank and Mtss Jennie
Inspector Tope nodded; and he
missed. He was a man of dignity. ■ the cast: Joan Maxey, Charles box. and the serving of refreshments
June moved, about to speak: and born in this town, daughter of Mr , nun Cullman.
Lamplnen both of this town were
picked his words with care. "You Clint held her close, rrotectingly. and Mrs Wa.shlng,on shumgn she
Mr and Mi>. Ormond Keene were married at the Baptist parsonage yet approachable easily by old or Berry, Alfred Kenniston. Kenneth completed the afternoon. Pupils
remember Mr. Glovere, who lived She said faintly:
is survived by her husband John j recent dinner guests of Mr and Mrs w.h n hv
a L u young' and a,ways f*enM‘d mueh Farris, Annette Cogan. George Sim-| hot tardy or ahsent are lots Colin the cabin in the woods—the man
"I can remember once, when 1
___
______ .
___ ,
‘
_
rru 11
WLliam a QUICK- wmimsm*
__ I T_ S-J__
____
BVwrcr
younger than JU«.
his ai
91 ______
years,i__________
because________
mons,__ and
Leatrlce Dolham.
Other hum
bum. Wrtl
Neil rvilhttm
Colburn, riilhAW
Gilbert Fogg,
you called Uncle Jim. You liked was a little girl. Aunt Evie tried to Camaire. Funeral services will be i Charles Jones in Searsmont.
house. They were at'.jfleo by Mr he was very active.
numbers were piano solo by Elden Frank Fogg, William Pcgg, Stanley
him. didn't you?”
make me stay away from him, and held Wednesday at 1.30 o'clock at | Howard Proctor of Rockland was and j^rs jybert Mank Sr. parents
It was but a few years ago that Young. Anita Robinson, and Joan ’ F°SS. and Mary Fogg; absent one"Yes," she said. "So much. He I told him, and he came to the Flanders funeral home. Rev. Mary i a visitor Sunday at the home of Mr. i
groom The bride is thc
he slipped out of hls home and skat- Maxcy and an harmonica solo by >'alf day. Theodore Overlock and
went away, after Mother died.”
house to see her, and after that she Gibson officiating. The body will and Mrs. Leland Johnson
daughter of Hjalmar
“He’s come back,” the Inspector never bothered me
Philip Keene and Carl Fillmore
a time
are maKing their |
of XXe^ RU r
, Arthur Jenkins: vocal duet by Dale Raymond Williams.
be placed In the German Lutheran
said.
"But he didn't do this!" She Tomb. Burial will be in the spring
Messer and Alice Kenniston.
' Tlie program at the Anderson
of
Orono
spent
the
weekend
at
O
T.
,
home
wlth
Mr
and
Mrs
Mank
™
h
,
h
h
"Where is he?" she cried eager- rubbed her eyes with her hands like
A Valentine box made by Robert Rural school, consisting of garnet,
KfCnC S
1
T”' «nnlah
a"d
and had
,
in
the
Comery
cemlery.
•ly.
one just waking; she stood up, sup
. ,, ____
,
*
•‘.wood, and had a small garden. Wyllie was enjoyed at the inter-! Valentine box, refreshments, was
Mrs. Angie Fish Ls visiting her dance held
Tope hesitated, he confessed at porting herself by Clint’s arm. "Oh,
at Olover hall Saturday
The oldest occupied city of South daughter Mrs Leonard Quinn if netted *119.85 Appearing on the which he had spaded up by hand. mediate school Friday. The pupils in charge of these committees:
last: "Inspector Heale is holding I want to do something!" she cried.
It was hls custom to walk over to voted for Harry Lalho as postmas Games.. Mary Burge.'s. Nathalie Tol
him.”
America is Cuzco. Peru.
Bath.
"What can I do?”
) program announced by Mrs Hpnry
the
post office almost every day and ter. and Mary Norwood as postmis man and Arthur Juura; refresh
I “You mean—arrested him?” Her
The Inspector said soberly: "This,
WaLsanen were: ’Our Fatherland'
cheek was pale.
only during the past few years had tress. Warren Philbrook and Pa ments, Olive Robinson snd Glia
if you want to,” he said. "I know
national song of Finland; speech by
* "Heale thought he might havc had it's not safe for you—”
he used a cane.
tricia Moody served as clerks. A Riutta, and the teacher, Mrs. Ruth
Theodore
Olson of Union; violin
something to do—”
"Safe!” she exclaimed almost
Mr. Kalloch. deacon 27 years of musical test and games were given. Pattan. Three visitors were pres
solo by Thomas Monden of West
1 "Oh,” she protested in loyal pride. scornfully. "I don’t want to be
the Baptist Church, had been a Each child received a loilyop as ent. A Washington-Lincoln pro
("Uncls Jim wouldn't No, no.”
Rockport; poem by Elne Riutta of
safe, with my mother dead, and my
gram was held.
member of the church since 1870. favor.
"He came back at noon today,” father—■”
North Warren: duet by Mrs. Henry
Tlte
house
in
which
he
died
had
Intermediate
pupils
neither
late
Tope explained. "Came back ask
"Mr. Hurdcr's in thc Bowdon
Waisanen and Mrs. Joe Ohtonen;
A new type of aerial sleeve target
been hls home for 73 years. For nor absent are: Grade 6, Harvell
ing for you . . . Miss Leaford, I house,” Tope explained. "They aim
poem by Mrs. Laine of West Rock
45 years he had been spinner In Crockett, Harry Lalho. Carroll for anti-aircraft firing practice ts
used to be a policeman. I’m trying to keep him there. They won’t haVS"
port; speech by Emil Ruuska of St.
to find out what happened out there. a nurse in to take care of him. But
the Georges River Woolen Mills, Martin, Herbert Moon. Earle Moore. being developed by army officers.
Oeorge; poem by Mrs. Karl Nurmi
You understand that we are sure Miss Leaford, they’d have you. They
following which he farmed a little,, Warren Philbrook, Patricia Moody. Rubber compartments containing
of Waldoboro; vocal solas by Mrs.
your mother, somehow, was poi want you homc, and if you went,
and had a small milk route. At Mary Norwood, Berny6 Overlook, titanium tetrachloride enable gun
Nestor Salomaki of North Warren;
soned. Someone putgome extra tab and insisted on nursing him—”
onc
time he was town clerk.
Jeannette Perry; grade 5, Ernest ners to record direct hits Immediate
lets in that glass of milk she drank.
song. "God Bless America" by Lilja
Clint made a swift indignant pro
He was bom In North Warren, Perry, Joyce Butler, Jill Cogan and ly. When struck, the new target
It might have been done while ths test; but June hushed him.
Ohtonen, and Leona Sidelinger of
son of Oliver L. and Mary )French) Patrice Martin.
emits a dense column of smoke.
milk was still in the bottle, in Mrs.
“Yes, I understand,” she told the
Warren, and Helmi Koivumaki of
Kalloch.
Bowdon's refrigerator. Or after man steadily. "I'll go. But why?
At the grammar school a pro
Tenant's Harbor; national song.
ward in your grandmother’s kitchen, Wliat am I to do?”
His wife. Martha (Burgess) Kal gram on inventions was given
Thc name America was first ap
Since no one succeeded In guessing
or on the way upstairs, or after it
loch. with whom he spent over 50 Papers were read by Eugene Jellison plied to ccntral Brazil, in honor of
"To watch,” he said. ‘To be
what had been put into the guess
was taken upstairs. And anyone
ready."
years of wedded life, died a few Nathalie Spear, Eleanor Fales, Amerigo Vespucci, who claimed Ils
might have done it Anyone at all.”
cake, it was auctioned off. Finnish
"Ready for what?” she insisted.
years ago. He is survived by onc Mary Ludwig, Marie Crockett. Dem discovery. It was first applied lo
The girl was trembling, but her
coffee, coffee bread, sandwiches and
So, reluctantly, he put the thing
daughter, Mrs. William Teague, of onstrations were given of battery the whole known Western world by
eyes were steady.
other sweets were served. The evein words. "Whoever did this wants
Canaan, Conn, and one son Sher- and electric sets. Pupils were guests Mercator, thc geographer, ln 1538.
And when he did not speak, she Mr. Hurder dead,” he pointed out
bourn.
cried: "Why should they do a thing “I think there’ll be another try at
like that?”
Last respects were paid at funeral
killing him.”
He said slowly: "They might have
services held Wednesday afternoon
And he said gravely: "Thcre
VINALHAVEN AND
been afraid—afraid of something we might be more than that. There
at the Baptist Church, at which
don’t know about. Or wanting some might be a try at killing you.”
ROCKLAND
Rev. William S. Stackhouse, the
thing." And he spoke to Miss Moss.
(To Bp Continued)
pastor
officiated In the presence
"Justus Taine has all the wills, Bow
STEAMBOAT CO.
of the many neighbors, and friends,
don’s and Hurder’s. He wouldn't tell
ROCKLAND,
ME.
<»VR OWN CHOICE
and the display of all the beautiful
me what’s in them. They’ll be pub
| For Tlie Courier-Gazette |
lic by and by, but—there may not As down life’s mystic way one goes
floral pieces, one sensed fully thc
Service To:
be time.” His tone was deeply trou- whut win hcfnii him no one knows,
■lasting
friendships.
Music was
Vinalhaven, North Haven, Ston
bled. He spoke to June. "You and
furnished by Mrs. Chester Wyllie,
ington, Isle An Haut, Sivan’s
your cousins would inherit all the And even soul itself must choone
Island and Frenchboro
organist.
Bearers were Chester
money, T expect,” he said. “All Uie Which path to take, none jan refuse.
Teamed together for thc first time, demoralizing effect upon his men.
Wyllie. Herbert L. Kenniston. Earl
money in the family.”
! Had with enticing, soft sweet aipeech
a.,
„
v
_ , . . j Tdls everyone he soon can reach
Joan is equally spiteful toward him.
WINTER SERVICE
Robinson and Clarence Peabody.
I don t know, she confessed. Great pleasure, if he'd take this path. Douglas Fairbanks, Jr„ and Joan
• ’blue coal’ it easy-to Hart-easy to control.
Subject to change without notice
•*Was there much?” But before he But Good says “There Is an aftej-- Bennett arc said to make onc of So they fall In love.
Burial was ln the Riverview Ceme
It burnt tleadily and bankt perfectly. For
However, the plot requires an at
tery.
(C0uld answer, she cried.
Jliat . jn my path Up the steeps of life,
trouble-free, money-living heat, atk lor *bhM
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
• • • •
doesn’t matter now, though.” Ris- ThereS jov in hope, when through the most striking romantic couples tack by savages, thc death of two
coal' by name. It’t America’! Gnett anthracite.
Read
Down
Read
Up
even seen in a motion picture. They members of the camp and strained
;ing anger steadied her. "I want to
a|, wll] bc wri,_
School Notes
A. M.
P. M.
■ feuow who killed my mother, she what Joys await no tongue can tell! will be seen as co-stars of 'Green relations among all the others to
Elementary Schools closed Friday
5.30 Lr. Swan’s Island,
Ar. 6.00
6o let each make the wisest choice.
ORDER FROM US TODAY
for four weeks. Most of the schools
bring
about
this
transition.
Hell,
”
Initial
Famous
Productions
i Tore looked at her apprisingly. By paying heed to Good's kind voice.
6.30 Lv. Stonington,
Ar. 4.40
* ..a
' fn Bad > path may be wealth galore.
had
Interesting
programs,
and
Val

film
for
Universal
release.
Supporting
the
two
stars
In
this
7.30
Lv.
North
Haven.
Ar. 3J0
• Mean that, do you.
Rut fajijng
iay up in store
ROCKLAND FUEL CO.
entine parties. At the Malcolm
In thc story, Joan is inadvertently Jungle drama, directed by James
8.15 Lv. Vinalhaven,
Ar. 2.45
’ “Of course.”
The things that live when one ts gore,
Telephone 72
9 JO Ar. Rockland,
Lv. 1.30
' "Because
” he said, "you can
help
Will 1'V one barren and lorlorn
Corner Primary school, seven visi
DCidust,
•
4
No God. no hope, with time all spent— marooned in the jungle camp of six Whale, are John Howard, Alan Hale,
<
__ •
117-tf
Iffnd out! This is ugly business to -poo
for -wrongs now*
tors
were
present..
Only
onc
In

men. headed toy Fairbanks, who re- George Bancroft, George Sanders,
7/ *
'talk about hard to believe. But I
w. r
stance of tanUiw. occurred .(it.tttfs.
seiUs hw presence because of Jts Vincent Price, and others.
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CHAPTER XII, Continued
While June and Clint studied this
schedule in silence. Tope explained:
"You know when you went up
stairs. and when you went out to
meet Clint; and I’ve guessed at the
times before that. I know when
thc alarm was rung in, and when
the apparatus arrived; and by al
lowing for all you and Clint did after
you saw the fire and before the ap
paratus arrived, I can figure out
about the time you saw the fire.”
"Yes," June said. "This seems
about right.”
"Fvc a record of the call to Prov
idence," Tope added. "How bad
was the fire then—when your aunt
went to phone?”
“The whole house was burning,"
June decided.
Tope nodded. "There's one other
question I've got to ask you," he
said gravely. "Do you think any
one of—your relatives might have
given your mother poison? Or set
the house on flre?"
i "No, no," June whispered. "They
werc hard and stubborn; but— No.
No.”
"Did any of them except your
mother ever take; a sleeping-pow
der?" he insisted.
She hesitated. "Why, yes,” she
said doubtfully. "Uncle Justus did.”
And she explained in a faint amuse
ment: "He really had insomnia,
sometimes. It seems odd, because
he could always sleep in a chair;
but sometimes he couldn't sleep in
bed. Doctor Cabler gave him some
tablets once; but Aunt Evie took
them away from him, wouldn’t let
him use them. So poor Uncle Justus
used to ask me to give him a tablet
out of Mother's bottle, now and
then; and I know Rab took some
for him once.”
"When was that?" Tope asked
gravely.
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Every-Other-Day

Your Income Tax

VINALHAVEN

Unde Sam Tell* You How
and When To Make
Out Your Returns

MRS 08OAR O. LAMB
Correspondent

Increase Milk Sales
-

WITH THE CARTOONIST
If you are interested In the welfare of a Household listen
to her informative talk Monday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday
at 1.30 p. m. Stations WNAC, WCSH, and WLBZ.

VvV,''~V,
w

Basketball was played Saturday
night at Town hall. High School
Who? Every single person or married
person not Uvlng with husband or principal Theodore Nutting was
Wire who had net Income of *1.000 or j referee for the girls' teams, The
more or gross Income of *5.000 or more.
and generally, husband and wife Uv- , West side team scored 23 while the
Ing together, who had an aggregate net1 —
income of 12.500 or more or an aggre East side scored onl\ 6. Raymond
gate gross Income of $5 000 or more. | Alley and William Wahlman were
must file returns If ln doubt, obtain i
form and printed Instructions from. referees for the boys teams with
collector of Internal revenue
mo,
ai.
so
When? The Ming period begins Jan. score. High School. 43. Locals 33.
1 and ends March 15, 1940
Dancing followed the games.
Where? Collector of Internal revenue
for the district in which the person
miss Muriel Baum arrived Saturllves or haa hls principal place of; .
,
_ ,
. .
business
> day from Belmont. Mass., and ls
ft,™Vi&Ato«d"
guest of Miss Carolyn Alley for one
What? Four percent normal tax on week
the amount of net Income In excess i
„
.
, _ ,
oi tne personal exemption, credit for1
William Peppard of Boston Is
dependents, earned-lncome credit, and vis,,inff v»r
nnd Mr, Raymond
interest on obligations of the Uplted ' ‘Siting Mr. ana Mrs. naymona
States and obligations of Instrumental!- Webster.
tics of the United States. Surtax on,
,
„ , .
ill
surtax net Income ln excess of *4.000.,
Miss Carolyn Calder arrived Sat- ft*
income Tax Don'ts
J urday from Belmont. Mass., to visit
nrS°nsttuj>ytn‘T1hey<iMtSu
her grandmother. Mrs. Marne Oray
panytng the form
and Mrs. Oeorge Kay.
Don't procrastinate. Early asembllng,
. .. . .
_
_
of data permits a careful consideration|
Members of the Lions Club, I. O.
Dont destroy the memoranda from Calderwood, C. C. Webster, O. V.
Income Tax In A Nutshell

which your return was prepared.
■■ ■ ■ "
------Don't fau to All In aU Items and
schedules required by the return
purchased Is used for business purDon't omit explanation when such
Information b Swo ; compieie poses. the tax may be regarded as
audit This will save unnecessary ex. ft part of the cost of the gasoline
mA«*anA« ♦/>
»nn
r
w
pens* and annoyance
to FvNth
both vnai
you and
the Government.
and deducted as a business expense
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A Concerted Drive I* To Be
Made In the New Eng
land States

Plans for a permanent organizaTliis sniffing game turns out to, consistency. Add the .soaked gela- tior. for a concerted drive to inbe fun, everyone's reporting, and a tir.e and lemon rind and cool to crease milk .sales in the New Engpoint we hadn't thought of . . . dif lukewarm, then fold in the stiffly land States were formulated last
ferent fragrances bring back pleas- beaten egg whites to which had week in Boston.
ant memories of places and people, been added the remaining half-cup
Maine's Commissioner Prank P.
Does the good smell of bread or sugar. Pill a pre-baked pie shell, Washburn, on hls return from the
beans bak.ng take you back to pig- using Oood Luck prepared pie conference, said that the new ortails and your mother's kitchen?
crust, and set in a cool place till ganization. in which the entire inSomeone thinks thc fragrance of filling is firm. Top with whipped dustry would be Invited to participineapple as it's peeled should be cream and whole canned cherries, pate, will draw up a comprehensive
MENU
added to the list of best fragranc?s.
program to present thc benefits of
Breakfast
Rena Blaisdell in Bangor adds a
the greater use of milk to consum
ers.
goed list we'd left out. . . . trailing
Orange Juice
Ready-cooked Cereal
arbutus in the damp woods. (There
He said that tiie drive would not
•Toasted Loaf ’
should be a musical accompani
be just a sudden burst of activity
ment for that, the burble of the
Broiled Bacon
but would be a long term projoet
Coffee
brook from which the trout came.i
designed to bring year-round re
Lunch
The spicy smell of warm pickles
turns to the farmers of New Eng
ccoking on the kitchen range, and
•Cheese Pancakes
land.
here's onc Rena Blaisdell thinks
Applc-Celery-Walnut Salad
’No movement for improvement
you'll all agree shcuid be added.
Hot Nestle's
[ Of dairy prices has had the unahiDinner
“Apples ln a ba? cr barrel ... a
[ mous support of all concerned as
musky, keen fragrance that always
•Bean-Ham Casserole
[has this movement." Commissionbrings back the rows of apple bar- ,
Buttered Carrots
I er Washburn stated, “and everyone
rcls in our cellar on thc farm ]
Baked Potatoes
, seems to be ready to work for a
Every’ evening .someone held the,
Tossed Green Salad
program to meet the competition
‘ of the' highly advertised ccmpetilamp, while Dad filled a pan from i
•Knox Cherry' Chiffon Pic
1 tive beverages."
different barrels with the kinds we [ •Recipes given.
liked best . Then he peeled them
i Thc commissioners cf agriculfor us with a thin old kr.ife and thc i
' ture are solidly back of the pro
STONINGTON
paring came off in one long, un- ’
gram as they believe it will be a
broken curl." . . . Docs that bring
Quest night was observed Tues- decided benefit to the farmers of
back memories to ycu? And what day by the Rebekah Lodge. Sev- New England, he po.nted cut and
else shall we add to the list of eral members and friends were de- said each commissioner will take
fragrances? You might as well en- llghtfully entertained by a tableau an active part in the development
joy that nose of yours. You have and mock wedding presented by thc of thc organization.
it anyway.
Orange, together with this proMarjorie Raymond in Watertown gram: Clarinet duet, Shirley MacTENANT'S HARBOR
is locking for an did New England Donald
and
Connie Coombs;
Mr. and Mrs Oramandel Morse
recipe called “Rye N' Injun Bread.” guitar and harmonica selections,
Her grandfather says hls Vermont- Martin Snowden; vocal trio, Rev. and Roland Stuart were guests Satbred grandmother used to bake it and Mrs. Lawrence Staples nnd (urday and Sunday at tlie home of
A
.
.. .
, , .
_
,
„ . ■,«
j ..... ,
twice a week At home were bak- n. Dickenson; piano solo, Kath- Mr and Mrs Virgil Morse, Walls
ing Anadartla Bread twice a week erinc Cleveland; reading. Annie ton road.
and loving lt. Have you tried that Richards Mrs. John Wallace was i
. .. .
At thr Library
old-timer?
' presented as tlie recently appointPa Dons of tlie Mary Elinor JackThe same Watertown friend cd district deputy and Mrs. Hollis
ton
Memorial
Library have been
J°e“7 muc^nme’^or'X I
who made hto I enJoyU
‘«

• •
i but ln such case the gasoline tax >*,/"'•)
Automobile Deductions
cannot be deducted separately as a /•*
With the number of automobile tax under the item of taxes.
owners registering ln the millions, Deduction for Traveling Expenses
the question of deductions for the • To obtain a deduction for travelcost of operation and maintanance ing expenses, which form an imof a motorcar frequently arises, portant item in the returns of many
Thc purchase price of an automobile taxpayers, certain regulations must
whether it is to be used for business be observed. The taxpayer is reor pleasure, cannot be deducted from quired to attach to hfs return a (
-By Rose B. Hupper.
gross income. If used for business statement showing the nature of
lt ls a capital expenditure; lf used business in which engaged, -num- .Drew, Alex Christie and F. P. Ames
CUSHING
1
NORTH HAVEN
for pleasure, it is a personal expen- ber of days away from home dur- have returned from Camden where
_____
J
_____
diture—both deductions being ex- ing the taxable year on account of they attended the Snow Bowl CamlWilliam McNamara, who was Stephen Bray of Cape Cod. Mass.
pressly prohibited by the Income- business, total amount of expense val.
1 called to Middleboro. Mass, by the; was In town Friday to attend the
tax law.
incidental to meals and lodging, i Mr. and Mrs. Llewellyn Knowlton recent death of his brother-in-law. ] funeral nt his father. Charles Bray.
Several deductions, however
are and total amount of “other ex- recently received word from their William Boynton is remaining with [ M’ and Mrs. Clarence Waterman
allowable in connection with
thc penses Incident to travel and son Hollis Knowlton of the United hls sister who is in ill health. Post-jwho , [Sltcdin Boston
andricinuy
cost of maintenance and operation claimed as a deduction. Among the states Army, informing them of hls master and Mrs Charles Peterson oi j [hf
twepj.
haV(,,p.urned j,onil.
of
used either
other expenses"
Oreen Lake
Lake are
are also
also with
with her.
her
I A
w g,ve„ Wednesdny
of an
an automobiie
automobile used
either for
for“"other
expenses" are
are tips,
tips, provided
provided Arrival
arrival lnlnHonol-'u.
Honol”’u He
He write,
writes that
that Green
j thejBmate
^»nd*rful^
[ Mr
O Maloney.
are ]
. ,,u ,U)Cl. „{ Mr and M,how do you keep p,mlent0 when J^ ^th t^rJy faiS^ died Iand myster*
<* *”ich several
budness or pleasure. JT
If used exclu- they are reasonable ln
in amount.
[the
climate is wonderful.
Mr. and Mrs. W.
W G
Maloney at
sivelv for business, deductions may . Traveling expenses are deductible
The Pox Islanders 4-H Girls' Club 1 confined to their home by illness.
have been added to thc shelves.
.
. .
„
. ..
,C. O. Ames in honor of Mrs. Stella the can is opened, and how do you qafiirrt.v
be tagert for tfce cost of gasoline, oil, only when the trip ls on business, will meet this week with Ruth Kit-1 Philip
o{ Mr and Mrs. ] O-Brien. „ teacher at the Tho^g,,. preserve the rest of other things
”
‘ Tlie Rediscovery of Man" by Henry
repairs, garage rent, and other ne- [They are limited to such expenses tredge.
Everett Davis, celebrated Valentine fare School who was married re- you recommend for 'pinching and
C. Link, author and consulting psy
The Senior Entertainment
cessary operation and upkeep ex- as are reasonable and necessary in
Xt Union Church Sunday night day
entertaining a party of cently. During her period as a dashing’ over different dishes?"
The High School Senior play was chologist. lias been in popular de
penses. Depreciation based on the the conduct of the business and di- the pastor Rev. Kenneth Cook gave yOung friends at his home with sup- teacher here she has made many That's a good question.
presented Friday at the Opera mand also.
cost of the car and its estimated rectly attributable to It.
1 a flne sermon on “Sportsmanship per and valentine box. after which
There is much desirable material
friends and best wishes of the comOlive oil or plain water poured
to a capacity house. Those
useful life, also is deductible.
; Traveling expenses incurred in A mens chorus of 20 voices sang they enjoyed skating, then ice cream I munity are extended.
.over pimiento keeps .'t fresh in the taking part were: Claris Cousins. ln books at the library and many
Other deductible items are as fol- connection with a journey to an- Miss Louise'Burgess was organist, and cookies, and games. Those pres
Mrs John Crockett has returned lce
Parflev kept
a jar with Vernette Noyes. Elinor Blood, Cal- l‘re *v’IUn« themselves of the readlows: Sums paid during the taxable other city to accept or seek employ- I Tlye usual weekly prayer meeting ent were Lemmy Miller. William from a few days visit in Vinalhaven a ycrcw fap ln * wnaU amount of lie Thurlcw. David Sturdy Ben- lng opportunity, efpccially during
year for registration fees, personal- 1 ment are not deductible. Subur- will be held tonight.
Seavey, Billy Young. Kenneth Orne,
....
*'»tcr also keeps well. Nut meats njf
R^tx-r, Ktfrelci. Mary the *int«r. The librarian.
MTs.
property tax, and municipal taxes; banites who commute dally from
Miss Barbara Roberts will be hos- Sydney Orne. Jack Ames and Roland
Pvthian Installation
1,1 a likhtly capped jar in the ice coomtjS Marjorie Tewksbury, Earl ^ora Miller, is kept busy and
Stimpson. Prizes were won by Wilinterest on money borrowed for 'he thelr homes to thelr places of busi- tess tonight to the Knit-Wits.
Oloria Temple. Pythian Sisters in- box Wl!1 keepwell. Mrs. McKay In Snow M„laj.d Andcrson. and Har. 1 thoroughly enjoys her work
Tlie
purchase of a motorcar, either for ness are rot permitted to oeduct i Howard McFarland of Belmont, liam Seavey. Lemmy Miller, Kenneth
offlcers Wednesday night Hartsvillr Just wrote us . A row of old
[ patrons speak of her as ever oourHiivinncc nr fnr rtlgtacure** 1/tcc cue.
inn
i»
AlTlPS and
rvnlr zvf aIvivac
rwarvlAv
mint unrt
o.'. tronerwirtal
transportation,
it Koinn
being \iocc
Mass., lc
ls <ni«ct
guest e\f
of rolativoc
relatives in
in Inwn
town. OmP
Ome, .lark
Jack Ames
and BlllV
Billy YOUnB.
Young
business or for pleasure; loss sus the cost e\*
The installing offlcers were Eva
ot cllivf's' P*”1^- mlnt “nd' The specialties were: folk dance , '*®u* 81x1 obliging In every detail
tained by reason of damage while a personal expense.
| Mother and Daughter Club met
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Fales. daugh- Hopkins, grand chief, assisted by evcn baHl wil1 “vc a11 wu,U;r m “ by Anita Cousins, Katherine Bur- aud * competent librarian.
car is being used for business, pro
Clalms for deduction for traveling Friday with Mrs. Abbie Hutchin- ter Barbara and son Richard are [
cr,nrt manager nnri kitchen window ,<U ar.d a snip here
Elaine Billings. Joanne Bar-! Besldes
open certain aft................
.
----- .. which
and then(
recovering
from ...
Illness
as- ' he!ps tfje plant and thfe ^r' D williams, Clyde Snow, K j wnoons and evenings, the library
vided such loss is not covered by i expenses must be subtantlated,
when son.
Elda Ames, grand senior. The in
insurance or otherwise; damages ' required by the Commissioner of Tn-I Past High Priest Edgar H. Brad- sailed them all at one time. They |
semi-Drivate and locks and taste °f f<X>d Orange' Brbnliion and Wallace Webb; iix olJen everV Wednesday during the
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Revenue, showing in detail street installed the officers of Atlan- were cared for by Mrs. Fales’ mother
paid for injury to another, provided
.
i after the ceremonies a social was lemon or pineapple slices, and dabs «ongS Natalie Rice, K Burgess, Jo- noon hour for the benefit and conof
jelly
are
always
grand
garnishes,
,
tnlle
'
B
arbour
Lorraine
Morey;
Davenlence
of
,h
«
students residing ln
tie
Royal
Arch
Chapter
Thursday
Mrs.
Mary
Flint.
I
g
that the car was being used for busi the amount and nature of the ex
night. He was assisted by Fast
Carrie Geyer has been confined to,
beauUfuUy little bunches of grapes on sea food vid Sturdee, Millard Anderson, nearby communities and for those
ness at the time, and tne damage penses Incurred.
or a salad, sliced olives . . . these and Earl Snow; piano accor who are unable to go at any other
High Priest Oscar C. Lane as Grand her home with tonsilltis, but is imwjth
was not covered by insurance or
Deduction for Losses other than
otherwise; and the amount paid for from Sale or Exchange of Capital Marshal.
, proving.
as Flora, being adorned with a gar- keep if tlie brine js covered with dion solo, Carolyn Turner; lap time,
The new offlcers are: High Priest., Mrs. John C. Morse Jr., and
a thin film of olive oil. Paprika la
Charlotte Turner; craning
Axseta
business purposes.
our favorite “da'-h-adder,” it costs harmony, David Sturdee and MilAmericas exports of finished
Deduction for Tax on Motor Gas
young girls as flower bearers, made next to nothing, keeps safely and
Carolyn
w„ goods have Increased fourfold since
visiting
Mr.
and
Mrs.
S.
E.
Hyler.
into
four
classes,
and
to
be
allowed
Bradstreet;
scribe,
Leroy
E.
Ames;
If an automobile is used for both
_
.
, ,
I a very impressive picture.
make5 1000 so attractive you'll accompanist
1853, while exports of crude maMiss Irene Doe is guest of her i
business and pleasure, those main must follow closely the wording of treasurer. Albert E. Carver; secre... „ ,
_ • i Officers installed were; Mrs. never stop sinking it over pale• • • •
1 terials have been at 71 percent, a
parents
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ralph
Doe
in
tenance and operating expenses the income-tax law. Losses are de- tary, C. L. Boman; prelate, Oscar C.
Elizabeth Greenlaw, most excellent faced foods and salads once you
Mrs Mina M. Miles
! compilation by the New York Jourwhich constitute allowable deduc ductible if incurred (I) in the tax- Lane; captain of host, Curtis M. East Friendship
chief; Mrs. Susie Wooster, excellent start.
Mrs. Mina iMontiethi Miles of'1181 of Commerce shows. At thc
Mr. and Mrs. Oeorge Avery re
tions for Federal income-tax pur payer's trade, business, or profes- Webster; P. S„ L. W. Lane; R A. C.
senior; Mrs. Jesse MacDonald, ex
T'asted Ixwf
Orrington died at thc home of her same time imports of finished goods
poses should be allocated to the sion; (2> in any transaction entered Orrin V. Drew; master of third veil, turned Saturday after several weeks' cellent Junior: Mrs. Mabel Ames.
Cut loaf of bread < cracked wheat sister Mrs. Annie Riehard.’on Feb ' dropped 84 percent, and imports of
into
for
profit;
(3)
from
flres,
storm
O.
A.
Lawry;
master
of
second
veil,
visit
in
Bath,
two uses on the basis of the time
manager; Mrs. Sarah Brown, mis- Or dark breads are especially good
13, after a long Illness. She was [ crude materials increased 4'-4 times,
Miss Helen Fales of East Frlendthe car is used for each. For ex shipwreck, or other casualties, or Oeorge Strachan; master of flrst
tress of records and correspondence; for tliisi in medium thin slices,
born at Merchant's Lsland, March
ample. if the total expense of opera from theft; and («) from wagering veil, E. M. HaU; entlnel, P. A. White; ship is visiting friends in Boston
Mrs. Asa Smith, mistress of finance; being careful not to cut through
Largest store of magnetic iron
S.
1882
transactions.
finance
committee.
F.
L.
Roberts,
E.
tion and maintenance, plus depre
Mrs. A. V. Snow, guard; Mrs. Alice the bottom crust. Dribble melted
Mrs. Miles is survived by her hus ore In America is in Ncrth Carolina.
Business losses result, usually. H. Bradstreet. L. E. Ames,
ciation. for the taxable year amount
PORT CLYDE
Grant, protector; Mrs. Katherine butter over the slices distributing
band: two daughters, Mrs. Stanley
ed to $803. and the car was used from the purchase and sale of mer-1 An unusually Interesting program
evenly. Then put the loaf in a
MacDonald, past chief.
Dodge of Isle au Haut and Mrs.
Ronald Carver who recently un
three-fourths of tire time for busi chandlse. Such losses usually are was presented Tuesday night at
paper bag and let toast in a mod
Charles
Dodge of Friendship; two
derwent
an
appendix
operation
at
Charles
Brav
ness and the balance of the time ascertained by means of inventories. Ocean Bound Rebekah Lodge by
erate oven '350 degrees F.l until a
sisters,
Mrs.
AnnJe Richardson and
which
are
required
whenever
in
thc
children
of
members
tn
observance
Knox
Hospital
is
gaining
satisfacfor pleasure, the allowable deduc
After several years of declining ught brcwn. about 20 minutes. The
MLss Abbie Montleth of Stonington;
tion. for Federal income-tax pur oplnion of the Commissioner of Jn- Qf Children s Night, Refreshments torily. He is at the homc of his health. Charles Thompson Bray died loaf is served whole, the slices
and six grandchildren.
ternal Revenue tbelr use is naces- W'W served. The program partici- grandparents. Mr. and Mrs Frank at his home here Feb 13. Mr Bray broken off as with French bread
poses, would bc Jfioo
Funeral sevices were held at the {
sary
to
determine
the
income
of
any
pants
were:
Richard
Dyer.
Harry
Moorlan
in
Rockland
for
a
few
days
was
Feb
23,
1876
In
Deer
Isle,
In general taxes are deductible
Bean Ham Casserole
Oospel
Mission, conducted by Rev.1
philbrook, Edith Conway, Oordon before returning home.
son oj james aixi A, Louise 'Thomp
only by the person upon whom they taxpayer.
One No 2 can green lima beans,
Harry Carle. Interment was at
The
term
“
transaction
entered
lnPurgess,
Annette
Burgess.
Muriel
Mrs.
Horace
Benner
who
has
been
son* Bray. His boyhood was passed Morrell’s E-Z cut ham. thinly sliced,
are imposed and by whom they arc
Merc)iants Island.
paid. If a law imposing a tax on to for profit” means any kind of O*krs- Leverett Robinson. Ada Dyer, ill with influenza, is able to be about in Deer Isle and he attended school Tomato sauce grated American
there.
cheese.
gasoline by Its terms imposes thc business proposition. For example, Stephen Chilles, Priscilla White, (tlie bouse.
Subscribe to The Courler-Oizetta
Mrs. MargaretMeldrumhas reMr. Bray became an experienced
Arrange layers of the canned
tax on thc consumer and not on a taxpayer purchases an automobile Frank Smith. Ixjrralne McDonald.
seaman. In his younger days he lima beans and thin slices of ham
the dealer, the consumer may de to be used solely for business pur- Robert Teele. Richard Johnson, turnedfrom Knox Hospitaland is
was a member of a crew of a fa- in casserole. Fill casserole with
duct as a tax. for Federal Income- poses, and which Is sold at a Joes. Fthelyn Johnson, Gwendolyn Erick-gaining slowly.
a business proposition son. Victor Oakes and Frederick
----------------mous racing yacht of that time, favorite tomato sauce and cover
tax purposes, the amount of the As this is
______
__ ________
i Thc famous New Mexico Carlsbad Unon his marriage Dec. 17. 1898 all with enited cheese. Bake until
gasoline taxr________
paid by him;
but thefrom sUrt to finish, the loss is de- Conway.
taxpayer must have kept records duc,fWr. subject to the UmiUttons1
------------------iraVFrns werp discovered by Jim to Miss Hattie Stinson the couple sauce bubbles and cheese sizzles,
of the payment of such taxes in 'of s«tfon 117 as amended. But if' Charles McCatney. a farmer near White, a cowboy in 1901. Seeing moved to this town which had been
t heese Pancakes
1 -'■v
l
| Three well beaten eggs. 1 cup
order that the deduction may be hc had Purchased the eutomobile Sigourney. Iowa, uses only articles what he believed to be a column of their home ever since.
For the past 26 years he was hicved cottage cheese. 2 tablespoons
substantiated as Ls required by the!
used for pleasure or conven- °t hts own making. He built his black smoke rising from a distant
law and thc regulations. Tlie Fed- iencF' the deduction would not be own house, furniture, barn and plow, point on the mesa, he investigated boatman and caretaker for thc late melted butter.
cup flour,
teaeral gasoline tax Is not deductible allowed; it was not a transaction He and his family wear only goat- ( and found it to be a stream of bats Andrew J. Peters of Boston by whom sP°on salt' Welch‘s Rfd Currant
1 ■
* Z
skin clothing, whicli he makes him- pouring from the subterranean cav- he was highly esteemed for devo- Je,Iy' confectioner's sugar
by Ihe consumer. The taxpayer entered into for profit.
Combine the well beaten eggs,
A loss sustained in the theft of S*1*may ascertain whether a State gaso
tion and services. He was an in
cottage cheese and melted butter.
an
automobile
purchased
for
plea’
line tax Ls deductible by the con
dustrious and hard working man,
Add the (lour sifted with Uie salt
sumer or by the dealer by address sure or convenience is deductible,
an example of toil and thrift. He
and beat only until blended. Bake
ing an inquiry to the collector of as it falls In class 3. If, because of
was a respected citizen; stood for
loucoa h«\e ell »Hp luxurious comforU sod
on a griddle. Spread witli Welch's
faulty driving but not of “willing
internal revenue for hls district.
worthy principles and was a man of
pkisores
that Miami offm. El <xxr«odoro
Red Currant Jelly, roll and sprinkle
In any case where the gasoline' n«8hgence,” an automobile main
good habits. He will be greatly with confectioner's sugar. Serve
affords rxcelkul farilitips and >• ctatrelly
tained for pleasure is damaged, the
missed in the community.
at once. Makes 10 pancakes.
Inralpd juat a •hitprr from all artivi»i*s
taxpayer may claim the loss sus
Mr. Bray is survived by his wife
Knox Cherry Chiffon Pie
tained. as it comes within the mean
who in her husband's illness has
One envelope Knox Sparkling
The ratpa arp well within >our vacation
ing ot the word “casualty.” Where
been constant in her devotion and Gelatine, '4 cup cold water, 4 eggs,
hidjpl J.M) artiatiralh furnished and dwx>damages result from the faulty
care; son Steven of Massachusetts; ’,i teaspoon grated lemon rind. '4
re
lad ronms wilh combi nation 1 uband show pr
driving of an automobile with which
three daughters. Mrs. Raymond cup cherry Juice from can of sour
the automobile of the taxpayer col
heth
from 12 SO e»nfk. |4 00 doubk Mtrec
Thayer. Mrs. Fred Gabrielson of cherries, 1 cup sugar, ',4 teaspoon
lides,
the
loss
occasioned
the
tax

Bar
Harbor
and
Mrs.
Leon
Crockett;
live
opaann
retp» qunied upon r*qu**s* Hi*
NMd More Than “lust Salvo'’
salt.
payer likewise is deductible.
Ta Relieve DISTRESS!
a sister Mrs. Nettie Dilllon of Ston
Combine gelatine and cold water
niodpni air rnnkd coffp* shop is famotn for fin*
Losses from wagering transacTo quirkly relieve rbest cold misery snd
ington; a brother James Bray of and let stand until thick. Combine
fond at moderate pripee EICnmndnrnOekmuseulsr sches and pains due to eolds—
_ ___ _ _
Uons- whether legal or illegal, are
Owl's Head; and several grand half cup sugar, cherry juice, salt
it takes MORE than “just a salve”—you
tail IxMMge ia elwaye a popular r*ndp<\oua
tarming, aoothing "counter- ] deductible only to thc extent of
need a warming
children.
and beaten egg yolks in top of
frr/fflnf "likegno
*ains fron’
tranaactiona. The
Funeral services were held in the double boiler; cook over boiling
—used by milTiont for over 30 years.
Under the Personal Pirertmn
Musterole penetrates the outer layers
excess of such losses over thc gains ■
Church conducted by Rev. Henry water until thick and of custard
JOSEPH H. ADAMS. MANAGER
of the skin and helps break up local con ls not deductible.
F. Huse. Burial was in the Sea
gestion and pain. 3 strengths: Regular.
ChUdi
----dren's
(mild) and■ Extra Strong, 40*.
THE YEAR
ROUND
All losses are deductible only to
View cemetery. The bearers were
thc extent to which they are not
Pearce Crockett, Harold Thayer,
compensated for by insurance or
Zenas Burgess and A. W. Ames.
th SAFE
otherwise. (Deductible capital losses
tissue "
are further subject to the limita
It is estimated that annual sale
John King as a son of the range, and Craig Reynolds as a millionaire
fltsi ST
AI
AVE
tions of section 1117, as amended.
of
souvenir
postcards
are
In
excess
playboy, clash in “The Gentleman From Arizona,” new Monogram golor
Msttsr Than A Mustard Plastarl '
(To De Continued)
wi« J. Farrell MacDonald Is trying to settle the dispute In this scene.—ad. of 50,000,000 la the United States.
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Statle

to serve on thc supper committee
foi- the next meeting.
A team cf boys and girls from
ftftftft
Thomaston High under the super
SHIRI.EY T. WILLIAMS
vision of Oarnold Cole went to the
Correspondent
Hosmer Pond Snow Bowl Saturday
/\
zs
O
A /S
A
and participated in the events of
Tel. 190
ihe winter carnival there. They
won third place with a score of 26
Oertrude Hanley is spending the points. Union being first wilh 48.
week in Vinalhaven with her grand- Rockland second with 28. and Cammother. Mrs. Flora Ames.
den fourth with 25. Oordon Crie,
Joseph Scanlon and daughter paPtaln of the ,pam was hi«h P01”1
Mane of Dorchester, Mass., are in man- wlnninS onp first Plapp- tw0
town for several days, visiting spconds- and on_*..thlrd- in .various
events. Leah Tillson was first in
friends
the ski dash and third in the down
Miss Helen Stetson, Mrs. Leila
hill slalom. Olhers in the group
Smalley nnd Mrs. Lura Libby are
were Raymond Anoerson, Averill
the committee in charge of the
Reed. Chesley Adams. Glen Simp
card party to be held at the Masonic
son. Nathalie Bell and Marie Clark.
hall tonight..
George T. Newbert is a patient at
Members ol die Thursday Niters
Knox Hospital having undergone an
were entertained at the hcm° of
operation Monday.
Mrs. Josephine Stone Friday night,
Mr and Mrs. Earl Risteen of Balh
prizes at beano going to Mis. Nettie
Robinson and Mrs. Etta Benner. called Saturday on friends and
Mrs. Marian Leach will entertain relatives in town.
The James A. Creighton residence.—From an old photograph.
Miss Eleanor Seeber and Robert
at the next meeting in two weeks,
nt the home of Mrs. Annie Mank. Beattie went Saturday to Arllng- j
Mrs. Martha Carter went yester ton. Mass., to be guests this week
day to Woodfords, to spend the, of Mrs. Mary Bunker.
ZS
z\
Team Standing
AAAA
school vacation with the family ot
Ave
i
w. L. PC P.F
I .ft IA G. dTAMJ^TET
her daughter. Mrs. Willis Stiles.
WEST ROCKPORT
Youngs. 31 11 .738 16508 483!
Corespondent
Miss Katherine Stevens of Hart
.548 16.561 473 2
Mr.
and
Mrs
Keith
Crockett
and
19
Felts.
23
ftftftft
ford, Conn., is spending this week
19 548 16.340 4667
Tel. 2326
with her aunt, Mrs. Mary Hanley. Miss Hazel Nutt of Milo arrived in Hastings. 23
22 20 .524 16.377 467.9
town Friday for a week's vacat’on. Elliots.
Tlie basketball game Friday night,
Mr. and Mrs. Crockett are in Rock- Graftons, 15 27 m 16.141 46’ 2 Officers and teachers of the Bap
between the Thcmaston Girls and
12 30 .286 16.279 465 1
lxirt, at tiie home of Mr. Crocket's Marks.
tist Sunday School will mcet at the
the Lincoln Academy GirLs. at
results: Elliots 6. Marks 0;
parents while Miss Nutt is guev of
parsonage Tuesday night to discuss
Newcastle, resulted in a tie score.
her grandparents Mr. and Mrs.
' plans for future work.
26-26 Tills tie entitles the Thom
tons 1.
Fred Parker.
aston Girls io the League Title, and
High totals: Match. Robbins 551,1 Miss Fern Whitney and Miss LeoMrs. Vernon Packard (Dorothy
gives cause for great lejoicing at
v ,
Lynch 509; Stetson 547. K Feyler line Wilson are spending a week
Thoma ten High because Rockland Nult* an<* daughter Jane who have
etPO1it 515 Yount STB* Newbert witli Rev. and Mrs J W Hyssong
Oirl- wire highly favored at the I been spending several weeks ™
I In Brunswick.
beginning^f the year. Had Thom- hpr slster* Mrs
Crockett have | g,^^. Stetson 135. Newbert 132. j Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Crcckett
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In Everybody’s Column
CAMDEN

HOLLYWOOD ^* STAR UTES

AAAA
GILBKRT HARMON
Correspondent

Advertisements tn thia column no*
to exceed three lines Inserted once for
25 cents, three times for 50 cents. Ad
ditional lines live cents each for one
time. 10 cents for three times. Five
small words to a Une.

By Chuck Cochard

ftftftft
Tel. 713

*
Hollywood—(Exclusive)—The in- role of Major Rogers. Others in
fluence of the movies upon our ( elude Robert Young (Hls best role
everyday life is astonishing
We' to date), Walter .Brennan. Ruth , NOTICE y
are constantly playing starring roles Hussey. Nat Pendleton. Isabel Jewell of deposit bank, numbered 38232 and
everyday of (he week without the and Truman Bradley. Story: Of the p^eca?"n1enr acro^an^ wuh%ier pmZ
All because the life of Major Rogers, leader of the vision of the state Law Rocki ano
slightest error .
8AVINOS BANK. By Edward J He'lier,
movies have shown us on the screen Rogers Rangers, who sets out in Treas., Rockland. Me. Feta 6. 1840.
lti-T 22
how to cope with most every kind 1759 with 220 brave Indian fighters
of a situation that might arise from to wipe out the cruel tribe of Abe
time to time. The big question to- nakis at St. Francis accompanied
day seems to be whether this ln- by a young Harvard man. Bc sure
fluenee is good or bad . . . There will and see it.
>........»....
...... ......... ...... j
be a great deal of controversy from
EIGHT-room house to iet about
•Young Tom Edison” is the second March 1 at 6'i Rankin St.: bath, lights.
some, but I feel that with the passfurnace, garage
44 Rankin St . TEI,.
ing of each week everyone is be- great film of the week. A movie 202.
21-23
ginning to realize more and more that is packed with action, suspense,
FURNISHED ap... ment to let. Inm^’.
ames
st.
15-tf
that the good is outweighing the humor, and pathos. Mickey
Mickey Rooney
Rooney
---------------as Edison the boy turns In a breath- ,n cVnvIi
2? M^nic
bad.
|st,, mrs. Henderson
20*22
For example the question of taking performance.

•LOST AND FOUND;

Mrs. Frank H. Wilbur will enter
tain the Congregational Circle
Wednesday afternoon.
Wallace L. Smith of Vinalhaven
was guest of Harold Corthell dur
ing the Winter Carnival.
Richard Hopkins of Augusta
passed the weekend with his parnfs, Mr. and Mr.-. Adin L. Hop
kins.
Mrs. Miriam Hawes of Mtirose.
Mass., was weekend guest of Mrs.
William Start.
Mrs. John T. Hughes will be
hostess to Community Hospital
Club Thursday at Green Gabies.
All stores and offices will be closed
, . , .
KTECHENETTE apartment to let $3 50
Thursday, Washington’s Birthday,
knowledge alone seems to answer
' week ltehts and water Included V F
Shirley
Temple
holds
one
record
stu
dley. 283 Main st, Tei. 1154 20-tt
Dr. Eugene A. Davis will pass the any doubt In our minds as to the
that
will
not
be
broken
for
many
!
furnished
apartment to let, three
holiday and weekend with Mrs. Da goodness of this influence . . . The
,
,
,
,
,
rooms alld toilet, partially heated 12
im
vis in Margate City. N. J„ and dur alarming number of pictures today years—she has received more than Kuox st.. tei,. 156-w
fan letters since the betour room apartment with bath to
ing the course cf his visit will at based upon some historical fact or a . million
,
. .
(iurniahed or unTurnbdied. heated
tend in Philadelphia a lecture on the life of some famous person is ginning of her career seven years Apply 7 Elliot st. Thomaston, tei,. 24.
' Subnormal Vision," this subject be a good medium of learning for the ago—Shirley is going to be 11 years-------------------------- 15’lf
E’OUR-room apartment to let all
ing in line witli his professional average individual, who is too busy old. April 23.
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Canton In the County of Norfolk and
Commonwealth of Massachusetts are
the duly appointed and legally quali
fied Administratrices of the estate of
said Fred A. Thorndike, and
WHEREAS Leola T. Wiggin and Lena
E Draper. Administratrices of the es
tate of said Fred A. Thorndike on the
thirteenth day of April 1938 assigned
said mortgage to Lena E. Draper,
which assignment was recorded ln
Knox Registry of Deeds ln Book 240
Page 151. and
WHEREAS the condition of said
mortgage has been broken.
NOW. THEREFORE by reason of the
breach of the condition thereof, I. the
said Lena E. Draper, claim a fore
closure of said mortgage
Dated at Rockland, Maine, February
5 1940
LENA E. DRAPER
19-T-25
19-T-25

land aforesaid and Lena E. Draper of
Canton In the County of Norfolk nnd
Commonwealth of Massachusetts aro
the duly appointed and legally quali
fied Administratrices of the estate of
said Fred A. Thorndike, and
WHEREAS Leola T. Wiggin and Lena
E. Diaper. Administratrices of the es
tate of suid f red A Thorndike on tho
thirteenth day of April 1938 assigned
said mortgage to Lena E. Draper, which
assignment was recorded In Knox
Registry of Deeds in Book 240 Page 150,
and
WHEREAS the condition of said
mortgngr has been broken.
NOW. THEREFORE by reason of tho
breach of the condition thereof. I, tho
said Lena U. Draper, claim a foreclosure
of said, mortgage.
Dated at Rockland. Maine, February
5. 1940.
—
LENA DRAPFR

l#-T-2$
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Every-Other-Day

SPRUCE HEAD

®SQC* ETY
Howard P. Crockett and Lucien
K. Green, Jr., have been spending a
few days in New York.

Tonian Circle will be entertained
i by Mrs. Kenneth Wiggin and Mrs.
Levi Flint, Wednesday at Mrs.
Flint's home, Old County road.
Mr. and Mrs. I. E. Simpson of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles T. Man
North Haven and Rockland are in chester and daughter were guests
Boston on a vacation trip.
Sunday of Mrs. Cora Haraden
Broadway. They were accompanied
Maynard L. Marston was in Bos home by Miss Leona Wellman who
ton over the weekend.
will be their guest for a week at
Northeast Harbor.
Miss Addie Snow who ha* spent
the winter with her sister, Mrs.
Mrs. Herman S. Thayer announces
Hugh A. Bain in Riverside, Calif., the engagement of her daughter
expects to arrive in Massachusetts Miss Helen Frances Whitmore to
by Marcli 1. Relatives and friends Maurice Harvey of Ash Point. Miss
will welcome her return.
Whitmore is the daughter of Mrs.
Thayer. Ocean street and of Wallie
Mr. and Mrs. Blanchard B. L. Whitmore of Cam0en. and ts a
Smith were hosts to a company of graduate of Rockland High School
their friends Saturday night. Con in the class of 1938. Mr. Harvey
tract was played and a general is the son of Charles Harvey. Ocean
good time enjoyed.
avenue, and of the late Marion Har
vey. He attended Rockland High
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin C. Ramsdeli
School. No date has been set for
have returned from two months'
the wedding.
stay in Florida. Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Trecartin will soon be' leaving to
! There will be no meeting of the
join the D H. Fillers in Coral
Half Moon Club scheduled for ComGables Fla . for the month of March.
’ munity Building this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Wyman Foster will
Richard Karl and Stephen Oross
shortly move from Portland to Ban
of
Camden visited thelr respective
gor wliere Mr Foster will be asso
parents
Sunday afternoon. They
ciated with tlie Summers Fertilizer
Co., manufacturers of mixed fertili were supper guests at the Oross cot
zers. with plants at Baltimore. Md., tage at Hosmer's Pond before reSearsport. Me., and St. Stephens, , turning to the U. of M

The Woman’s Auxiliary' of St.
Peter's Church will have a parish
supper in the Undercroft Wednes
day at 6 o'clock. Mrs. Charles Flagg
of Portland, president of the Dio
cesan Women's Auxiliaries will be
the speaker after the supper. Fol
lowing this, Miss Mabel Spring will
present her illustrated lecture on
"Oberammergau and the Passion
Play of 1930. Miss Spring had the
rare pleasure and interesting ex
perience of living while at Oberammergau in the home of one of the
actors in tlie play. Members of the
Auxiliary are privileged to invite
Mr. and M's. J F. Rich have ar friends.
rived in St. Petersburg. Fla., and
are comfortable domiciled at Hotel
Capt. and Mrs. A. B. Norton have
Windsor. 746 Delmar Terrace be returned from Steuben, where they
tween Fourth and Fifth avenues. attended the funeral of Mrs. Ralph
South. Mr Rich, a recent patient Haraden.
at Knox Hospital is gaining Mr. and
Mrs. Rich will be pleased to hear
Mr. and Mrs. Lsidor Gordon had
from friends in the North.
as weekend visitors Mr. and Mrs.
Corner Club met Friday afternoon Robert Stratton of Rumford and
at the home of Mrs. I. J. Shuman Robert Jackson of New Bedford,
with Mrs. C. M. Richardson as hos Mass., a student at University of
tess. Mrs. Mida Packard had high Maine.

N B. Prior to his association with
this company Mr. Foster had been
engaged in making a survey of in
dustrial possibilities which the State
of Maine offers to industry. This
work was carried on by the Maine
Development Commission as an in
tegral part of a balanced program
of State development

r
UR A PHIc s

COMIQUt

score.

THEATRE

Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Chick of
Bangor visited Principal and Mrs.
Joseph E. Blaisdell over the week
end.

GALA ANNIVERSARY WEEK
OF HITS!

WEDNESDAV-THURSDAY
JAMES STEWART
MARGARET SULLAVAN
in

Donna I.ee Leonard, seven months'
old daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Maurice
Leonard. West Meadow road, Rock
land.

1

Nine birthdays have come to
Elizabeth Crazier and the latest
milestone was celebrated Friday at
j the home of her parents Mr. and
Mrs. Elmo Crozier. Hill street. Ed
win Spear won the prize for pinning
[ on Cupid's wings and Betty Bick: ford the prize in the kiss hunt.
Land of Inca Memories
News ! Luncheon included birthday cake.
Betty received many nice gifts.
NOW PLAYING
Guests were Marilyn Spear. Marilyn
DON AMECHE. ANDREA LEEDS ] Dudley, Betty Bickford. Betty PenAl. JOLSON
’ dleton. Ronnie Bickford. Donna
in
Sylvester. Austin Sylvester. NancyHamlin. Erwin Spear. Joanne Ed
wards. Ann Ludwig, Faith Melvin.
Billy Shute and Howard Crozier.

“The Shop Around
The Corner”

“Swanee River”

Donald Snowman celebrated his
12th birthday anniversary Saturday
afternoon by entertaining 12 friends
at a party, nine of those present
playing musical instruemnts. Alter
some hurried planning, an orches
tra furnished some pretty special
music. Valentine decorations were
used, and a decorated cake was
used in the refreshments. Donald
received many nice gifts. Guests
were Kenneth and Robert Chatto,
Carl Thurston. Franklin Blaisdell.
George Morton, Haroltf Axtell. Carl
Hurd, Gerald Bradley. Charles Ross,
Nelson Pierce and Oliver William
son.
C. Albert Pease who has been in
Boston since last October, has re
cently returned home, accompan
ied by his son. Albert C. Pease, who
had spent the last two weeks there.

Only

(Compare with

$81.95 Value)

VOU SAVE *2:1.31

SPECIAL! Direct Factory Shipment!
This

IS

an

opportunity—to

get

a

“Full-

featured,” quality washer at a price that is
truly roekbottom!

J'his is the most reeent

1940 Model and comes to you with the latest
improvements.
READ THESE FKATI’RES:

New design WRINGER with self-adjusting pressure,
safety-release bar on both sides, automatic roll-stop,

automatic drain-board; meets all Underwriters' Labo

ratory requirements for safely and convenience.
LARGE, all-porcelain, splasb-proof tub with Exclusive
Easy TURBOLATOR washing action that washes
evenly at top, center, and bottom.

TWO COATS of chip-proof, baked enamel; rustproofed metal parts; quiet, durable, oil-sealed trans
mission; large, easy-rolling rasters.

Come in or Telephone for a Free

Home Trial
S10 Less Without Electric Pump

$2.50 Down

EASY WASHER

As Little as $4 Monthly

CENT
POWE
'At Any nf Our Stores"
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He Is Enthused

A Varied Program

Forrest S. Cheney returned Fri
day to White Head Coast Guard Baptist Choral Society Of
Station after 10 days’ leave which
Thomaston Entertains the
he spent with Mrs. Cheney and
Rubinstein Club
daughter in Millbridge and Lubec.
The Thomaston Baptist Choral
Mrs. Callie Morrill entertained at
Society,
Mrs. Grace Strout. direc
cards Thursday night, honors going
to Mrs. Alice Allard, Mrs. Eugenie tor gave a program of merit Friday
Godfrey taking the travel prize. A night, before members of the Ru
binstein Club their selections offer
light repast was served.
ing a pleasing variety of Lenten
Paul F. York of the SS. Travis
and patriotic music.
visited Friday with hLs parents. Mr.
The solo parts were exceptionally
and Mrs. H. F. York.
well done, the group numbers beMrs. L. C. Elwell has returned, ;n? notabie for clear enunciation,
from Hewetts Lsland where she expression and phrasing, traits so
passed the winter with Mr. Elwell. essential to a well balanced chorus.
Mr. and Mrs. FiWik Kerswell of
Each selection was warmly ap
St. George called Wednesday on plauded, Mrs. Strout, the group of
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Allard.
singers and the accompanists being
Mrs. Eugene Godfrey returned heartily congratulated nt the close
Thursday from a week's visit with of the concert.
relatives and friends in Massa
Mrs. Amy M. Tripp, organist and
chusetts.
Mrs. Blanche C. .Lermond choir
Austin R. Kinney was given a pianist, Miss Glenice Lermond and
surprise party Thursday night To Miss Beverly Kirkpatrick, Junior
celebrate his 21st birthday. Those j choir members made up a piano
present were Mr. and Mrs. George | quartet which opened the following
Baum. ‘Everett Baum. Miss Doris program:
Malmstrom, and Miss Cathryn Soldier's Chorus from Gounod's
",
Caven, all of Clark Island. Theo Choral"Faust
-Open Our Eyes,
Macfarland
Choral Society
dore Caddy. Joseph Robinson. Jr.,
Baritone solos—
Burton ‘Ervin.
Baylus
Baum.
(ai Absent.
Metcalf
lb) Sweet Song of iLong Azo, Charles
Thomas Baum. Alfred Kinney, and
Mr. Smith
Stein Skogland. all of Wiley's Cor Ladles voices with Incidental baritone
by Mr Greene
ner, and Mrs. Nathalie Stimpson of List! solo
the Choristers Host from
"The
Holy City,"
Gaul
Spruce Head. Ice cream and cake
Two piano accompaniment >by Mrs
were served and a delightful time
Trtpp and Mrs Lermond
Soprano and tenor duet
was reported.
The Lord ls My Light.
Duck
Miss Simmons and Mr Strout
Donald Ingerson of Rockland is Mezzo
soprano solo—
spending the week's school vaca
All lo an April Evening.
Dtack
Mrs Brown
tion with Mrs. Edith Lowe.
Male voices
the West.
Parker
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Smith of The Lamp inIn sextet
form
Owls Head and Two Bush Light Tencr solos—
lai The Lanipllt Hour.
Station have bought the Fiske
(bl The Birch of Morn.
Leont
Mr Knowlton
property on Ingraham Hill and will Choral Onward.
Te Peoples.
Sibelius
occupy it Immediately.
The Choral Society with two piano

Death Of Sisters

_____

Mrs. L. Wilbur Messer
Mrs Elizabeth Garcelon Messer,
Highly Pleasing To Sam
Gamage avenue. Auburn, widow of
Savitt
I,. Wilbur Messer, died Jan. 31 at St.
Mary's hospital. Lewiston where
Feb. 19.1949.
she had been a patient for four
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:
weeks.
You’d think coming to New York
3he had been known in Lewiston
for the sole purpose of selecting new and Auburn for her vital interest in
By K. S. F.
clothes for lire new season would religious and philanthropic work,
dull one’s enthusiasm. To the con and as a former teacher at the
Dingley training school.
George Bancroft, the historian, trary. each season there is so much
She was born in Lewiston. March
was secretary of the navy under newness and so many fascinating
13. 1858, daughter of John and Ma
President Polk and he was United changes that it puts one in a new
tilda Garcelon. After attending
States Minister to Great Britain. It world of fashion. It stimulates even
school here, she taught in the Lewwas his custom to wear a large red greater enthusiasm, to the point
that I cannot wait until I get home Iston schools nnd laler in Harvard,
rose in his buttonhole, a startling
to tell about tlie lovely new things Mass. Returning to Lewiston, she
contrast to his mass of white hair
I have selected.
taught at the Dingley Training
and white beard. Tlie writer ol
Nor is this letter enough. I simply school. Especially fitted for teachthis item sits at his desk to do the
wlsh that I could have liad all thc ing. she kept active interest in her
This and That for each issue of
ladies of Rockland and nearby com- pupils throughout her lifetime and
this paper. Tlie desk was one that
munities with me to go from fashion was delighted wlien thelr flowers
belonged to his father and was
salon to fashion salon to see the ex- readied her at the hospital during
handed down to son George. Was
citing new clothes at thc world's her last illness,
sold after his death to Thomas
greatest fashion center, New York.
She was married to L. Wilbur
Bailey Aldrich and later given by
Every type for everybody to meet Messer, Sept. 14, 1887 and went to
his son to this writer
everybody's purse . . . daytime cos- (Cambridge, Mass., where Mr. Messer
• • • •
tumes of the sheerest woolens; yes, was general secretary of the Young
A few old "whalers' of Knox complete outfits all in one; the dress | Men's Christian Association. After
County will thrill at the following
plus the jacket; and the jacket a few months they moved to Chicaitem appearing in a contemporary:
fi„.iii« t „.u«i
.
i
j eitlier short or full length; un- ?0> wliere they lived for 35 years.
eentlv t ,
11trimmed or fur trimmpd' Not on,J Mrs. Messer was always interested
y to Russia repotted they had UOolens—there are coats with conlwr husband's work traveled
caught 473 whales in northern seas Lrfl,tln- „lor „ilk rirrssps. wilh ln ,Wj Hu'
,s wor*‘ traveled
far Face tn
ehon .iv tras,lne color sllk drpssps' turn nround the world with him where
in
Tlh til abd othlr sun 1 S'riking P"nled
<‘rMSM
his dulles look hin'' and ,nadP “>eir
month'
This oil and other sup- rate CQftts too are more attractive ,
_
snci itoiitv Mr
plies from these prodigious mam- , than ever_smooth suavc lines with 'Xrs in th Y M CjI and re
mals will be a boon to Russian a smart lllUng swing. bp they fiued
needs in this evil war they
or box coats. Of course navy und ,
,
_
,
.
,
chairman of the American Cornwaging on the brave Finns.
black oiicp more rule the color ...
. ..
,
mittee of the Young Womens
1 roast; yet certain colors like gray
,
,
, ,
. i Christian Association and attended
TIip following quotation has been
are cleverly interspersed here and
.
.
ihe third world YW.C.A. conference
of gicut service to Uie writer: ,...
there. Nor can sport coats be over"Only those who have the patience looked with their new lines in tlie 11 ,llls
to do simple tilings perfectly ever stunning tweeds. They are all im-[ AflPr M> Mpfisprs death' shp «•
acquire tlie skill to do difficult portant to the well dressed ward- ,,urnpd t0 Auburn to make her home
accompaniment sang "America" things easily.”
robe Suits, not strictly the man spending summers at her Rockland
Joined by the audience
Mrs
Tripp was accompanist through
tailored types, but tlie solt dress-!eottage
MRS. J. M. BLACKINGTON
out the program.
The game cf bowls or bowling maker style of suit contribute •<’*’p was an honorary director of
Personnel of the Thomaston Bap- was known to the English in the
Mrs. Lena Mae Blackington. 73,
largely toward well dressed spring 'he Lewislon-Aubum Y.W.C.A.. and
a resident of Yreka for the last 20 1151 CiloraI S<Klptv' Mrs Oarce M I3th Century and wi.s mostly grooming. Tailored yet softened a*i active member of the Stanton
years and mother of David C . Frank
dirpclor'
Lpona w 6tar- played cut of door.
to meet the most fastidious occa-. Bird Club. She belonged to the
• • • •
M.RovM. and Don 6 Avery, died
“Us Margaret L. Simmons.
sion. Suits sleekly bound in satin Pine St. Congregational Church.
Tuesday at the Siskiyou Oeneral >“» Rl,lh B,lllpr' Mrs Marlp B
Tlie San Francisco Chronicle . . . suits with lots of buttons . . .1 Always interested in nature, Mrs.
‘
I. 1 ,
.
.war. nf no
Singer. Mrs. Faith U. Brown. Mrs. says that an educated man is one
suits with pockets . . . suits to serve Messer spent much of her time out
Hospital following a stroke of pa- i. „
,
ralvsis suffered last Saturday. Mrs. Lilhan O. Joyce .special member,. who can quote Shake'peare with cvery figure ...
| of doors. She was likewise a great
Blackington had suffered a previous Sopranos-Mrs. Donna Knowlton, out crediting it to the Bible.
Dresses in a galaxy of fasliion— lover of music.
• • • •
stroke during Christmas week, but Miss EstelleMoore.Miss Gwendolyn
dresses to pep up jaded spirits—the She leaves one sister, Miss Pranj , Barlow, Miss Katherine Keating,
"Dad.
that
new farm-hand is loveliest silks; the gayest prints: res Garcelon of Auburn; one daughappeared to be improving,
Saturday she was again stricken Miss Phyllis Kalloch. Altos—Alfred I dreadful Ignorant. Why, lie found the handsomest trims — Dainty ter. Mrs. Virgil D. Earl of Eugene,
M. Strout, Byron A Knowlton, some milk bottles In thc grass and lingerie accents far collars and ore., who has been ln Auburn, durand gradually declined at the hos
Aaron A. Clark. William J. White. insisted he had found a cow's nest." cuffs, and very smart Jeweled el- ing her mother's illness, and one
pital until the end Tuesday morning.
• • • •
Tenors—Raymond K Greene. Ed
fects . . tlie smoothest of tailor- ■ granddaughter, Mary
Elizabeth
Mrs. Blackington was born in
Shortly after Mrs. Dwight Mor
vard B. Newcombe. Edward A. Ox
ing . . . the most youthful lines to- fjarl.
Fond Du Lac. Wisconsin. May 3.
ton William T. Smith Jr.. W D. row had celebrated her 29th wed ward swing and goring
All ol
• « • •
1866 She was married to Milton
ding anniversary she was seated at
these clever gadgets grace our shop
Miss |.'ran<.es Gareelon
Miles Avery May 3. 1886 and of this Holder' Roy Joy'e ,sPecinl
i dinner next to Paderewski. She
Miss Frances Garcelon. 79. died
union six children were born, the
I recalled the first time she had lo delight fi m mine hearts. Ina
MRS.
ANNE
E.
PHILBROOK
newness
prevails
throughout
suddenly
Feb. 16 at her home. 429
four sons surviving.
! heard him play.
) "Do you ever go back to your
Main street, Lewiston. An invalid
Two of her sons. Roy and Don.
tones; in bolder stripes; in shirt- [
Mrs. Anne E. ^nilbrook, 62. of
since she fell and broke her hip in
are engaged in the printing and
alma mater?" asked Paderewski.
waist style .. . skirts to conform with
8J Chestnut street. Lynn, Mass.,
newspaper business in the county,
“Yes.' replied Mr.-. Morrow. "I fashion's latest decree . . . bags to November. 1937, Miss Garcelon had
who was for many years a dress
been in poor health since the death
the former operating the Siskiyou
like to go and sit in my old chapel complete any and every costume
.
maker at Matson's Apparel Shop.
.K
, ..
.
of her sister, Mrs. L. W Messer. Feb.
News Job Department here and the
seat ar.d think how much happier
I can go on and on like this, but j
Lynn, died suddenly Feb. 10 at her
, I am now nnd I ever thought 1 let me say that I have selected only '
latter publishing the Weed Press
home of a heart attack.
I should be."
at Weed and the Western Sentinel
the outstand..,g on every .ton
' M,ss ,°melon
born ln
Widely known in Lynn. Mrs. Phil
Jllnp »• ’««>■ “>e daughter
“Do you tell me you are happier everything to give milady the perfee;1
at Etna.
brook was prominent in social ac ; now than when you were 18?"
In September of 1918. she was
Easter ensemble
i°f Mr nnd Mrs John Oarcpl°n of
tivities, being a member of the At
‘Oil, yes, ini -ed.' replied Mrs.
united in marriage to Jesse Mills
I look forward to seeing all „Ur rlrasaht street JIhe spent the greatlanta club, and the Order of East j Morrow.
Blackington of Yreka, .formerly of
friends soon, and want each one to < r i,al1 01 *1Pr
here where she
ern Star. She also took an active
Paderew.-ki made a profound bow come in and ask tne about tlie latest *as a, ,lvp *n the Stanton Bird club,
Rockland. Me.) who also survives.
interest in church work and was and said, "Please permit me tlie
—From Yreka ,Calif.) Exchange
fashions.
Sam Savitt.
'he Women's Literary Union and the
a member of the East Baptist honor ol meeting ycur hUibrnd."
Manager Cutler's, Inc. Shakespeare club.
• • • •
Church.
____________
For several years she worked in
The ivy has always been a sym
What is known ar the •largest
Born in Bonnbay, Newfoundland.
Mrs. Fred Goodwin. Mrs Wallace Easton and at one time made her
bol of the clinging love of woman • she was the daughter of the late emerald in lhe woilu ar.d found
Puller, Mrs. Ernest Beatty, Mrs.[home with Mrs. Messer in Chicago
The altar of Hymen, the Greek god
Archibald and Sara ,Butt) Lang, 600 years ago lies in a bank vault Loren H. Thompson and Mrs. Char- where she was private secretary to
of marriagefi whose blessing was in
of Newfoundland. Going to Lynn ' in New York. It it 223,030 carats, lotte Chick of Brewer visited friends Mrs. Cyrus McCormick.
voked at every wedding, was kept
45 years ago, Mrs. Philbrook had , and tliat must be in astonishing in this city yesterday.
Lhe leaves two nephews and a
green witli ivy. In the legend of
It is insured for
since made her home here. She I huge stone.
------------------I niece. John and Eugene Garcelon,
Tristan and Isolde, two ivy vines,
became identified as a dressmaker $250 003. Thc store 1 row in two Can you think of anything better Mrs. Helen Oarcelon Murphy all of
entwining, are a symbol of thc un
many years ago and continued in pieces, onc measuring nearly a foot than "Swap for Cash ’ without any Chicago and several cousins.
dying union of the lovers.
in length and widl'.i. It has vari
that profession until her death.
"E s? Well, that is exactly tlie sort
- From the Lewiston Journal
Surviving are her husband. Fred ous shades of vlezre; and beauti
rite
of
deal
you
Bet
,oday
and
tomorrow
Mrs.
Messer for many years had
erick H. Philbrook, formerly of ful green, with .some little py
at The Courier-Gazette office. If been a summer resident at In
Today and Wednesday
this city; four brothers. George
sulphur .of a light yellow color. iyou pay a ypar s subscrlPtlon> you graham Hill nnd together with her
Lang of Halifax, N. S., Oilbert
This stone was mined in Russia six tet lpt,prs- no matt" l»ow many, sister. Miss Garcelon had many
Lang. Ephram Lang and Arthur
centuries ago and was cncc owned from lhp “»o-scC book until you friends throughout Knox County,
Lang of Newfoundland and a sister
by n Maharaja!, of Bombay. India, ucl SO!UP other letter bc;ides "E”- sllP wa; an aptive participant in
Mrs. Fannie Lenioln of Newfound
and was later bought jointly by 50 If >'ou arp a new »ubscribcr. you many local events, lending here, as
land.
families and was transferred yeai "p^
letters other Ilian E s. elsewhere, her inspiring aid to
•
•
I’
••••*
Funeral services were conducted
by year to another family eacn Only lodav and tomorrow does tlie worthy undertakings, and her purse
Tuesday from the residence. In
keeping it hidden in an excavation record-breaking experiment exist at strings generously open. Thr death
Thursday
terment was in Pine Orove cemetery, under hi - house. Tlie stone & still The Courier-Gazette office. Sub-! of the sisters, in such close proxlLynn.
cwned bv a wealthy man in India. I scribe today and get two letters, imity to each other, finds here many
• • • •
i neither one a hated E".
sorrowful ones.
Prizewinners at last night's meet
A teacher asked a boy this quesing of Mcnday Niters were Mrs. tion in fractions. "Now suppose
John Mills. Mrs. Clarence Knowl that your mother baked an apple
ton, Mrs. Arthur Bowley and Mrs. pie, aud there were ssven of you
Forest Hatch, and consolation to at tiie table. What part of the pie
li‘3 Mrs. Austin Huntley. Mrs. O. B would you get for your portion?"
Brown was awarded the door prize.
In Natural Color
"A sixth" answered the boy.
Mrs. Knowlton will be hostess next
"But I said I here were ge ven of
Plus Tally-Ho, $25
1 week.
you." '.lid the teacher, "Don t you
know hew to deal will, tractions?'
Coming Soon
ONE DAY ONLY
Typewriter ribbons arc usually
"Yes" said tlie boy, "I know
“GONE WITH THE WIND"
1 made of tlie best quality nainsook, about fraction;, but I also know
eiosely woven of fine, even thread about my mother. She would .say
spun from the best long-fiber Sea she didn't want any pie."
Preview of the
• • • •
Lsland cotton.
1. NEW VACUUM TUBE ACOUSTICON.
At a gathering of sociologisU of
note recently in Philadelphia, Dr.
Work as easily and comfortable as any carbon
William Healy, director of Boston
aid.
“THE HUNCHBACK OF NOTRE DAME"
"Bi tter Guidance Center" proposed
NOW
with
a new plan for the care of youth
FLAYTNG
2. ACOUSTICON VACUUM TUBE AMPLICHARLES LAUGHTON MAUREEN O'HARA
ful criminals in the difficult age
J IEH. Changes your present carbon aid into
group from 16 to 23. He suggested
a vacuum tube aid .. . remarkable, yet true!
the creation of special State board
Wednesday and Thursday
Do not miss this opportunity to obtain a com
z
lo provide and administer correct
plete and thorough hearing test and at the
ive and preventive training and
treatment.
Under
his
plan
the
same
time HEAR AGAIN WITH THESE RE
with
courts would commit youthful of
MARKABLE
NEW ACOUS I ICONS!
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Joan Bennett
fenders to the earc of these State
One Seductive Woman! Seven Desperate Men!
boards in.ttead ot being placed in
TO BE HELD AT THE HOTEL ROCKLAND
Amid Unknown Terrors of thr Jungle!
institutions. The plan certainly
291 Main Street, ROCKLAND, ME.
should merit a trial. You may not
realize
that
more
major
crimes
are
■ dMc
Shows; Matinee 2.
MRS. ANGELA CARROLL. REP.
committed by boys between the
Telephone 58ll for Appointment
Evs-6:M’and
Cont. Saturday
ages ol 17 ant! 20 today than by
ACOUSTICON INSTITUTE
2.00 to 10.30
any other four-year age group.
It. C. U illiston. Distributor, IK Central St.. Bangor. .Maine
|
m«ne
Sunday Mat. 3 o'clock
Drastic reforms are needed and
at once.

The

New

Fashions

Are

GENTLEMAN' "ARIZON

NEWS FOR THE DEAFENED OF
♦ ROCKLAND AND VICINITY
SPECIAL FREE AUDIOMETER TSETS

BalH'

FEBRUARY 22ND

“GREEN HELL”

■
*
1
III
Strar

8*1
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REALM OF
rs

said that seldom It ever before has 1
the venerable Philharmonic had a '
bride in its conductor's box.
Mrs. Barbirolli says she will continue to play the oboe at home, for
her own pleasure, or in 'duet with
Ea-birolli who is an excellent 'eellist. They have a suite in Hampshire House, with a superb view of,
New York's taller! tewers One of.
her joys has been to watch from the
windows the lights going on at dusk
in the offices. She's delighted, too.
with such things as "the way they'
wash your hair backward at the
hairdresser’s" and "having olives and
celery about all through dinner."
1
She Is a descendent of Charles
Reade, the English novelist who
wrote "The Cloister and The Hearth"
end of a long line of music-lovers,
Her family is the kind that assembles
at Christmas for madrigals, with all
the aunts and uncles singing parts,
Handel's sonata for oboe was the
first music she played for Barbirolli,

• • • •
Sonia is the daughter of Toscanini’s daughter and Vladimir Horowitz. Horowitz, by the way. was
heard ln a New York recital Jan. 31.
his first In that city ln four and a
half years. The wonderful reviews
of this recital remind me of the
many times I have heard Manuel
Bernard say emphatically that he
Aunt Molly Jackson who appeared
enjoyed Horowitz far more than any on the “Folk-Music of America" proother pianist before the public of grams in "Columbia's American
today. Horowitz ls now 35 and prob- School of the Air." is a native of
ably at the zenith of hls powers. As Harlan County, Kentucky
Part
one reviewer said, "His art may mel- American Indian and part pioneer
low further with the passing of time. American stock, she is the daughter
but it ls difficult to envisage any of a traveling preacher and oldest
new conquest for hls fingers." Out-, of a family of ten sons and five
standing comments were “octave.-, daughters. Most of her life has been
taken at breakneck speed." "playing spent as a nurse in the Kentucky
most highly vitalized when it was mountain regions, traveling over tor- •
most difficult." "liquidness in its pa- tuous trails to relieve suffering,
What greater tribute can be paid a man’s memory, than the fact that
rade of double notes, that must have From her father she learned hunbeen the envy of every keyboard dreds of old folk hymns, old as piohe still represents the ideals of Americanism; is still high in the esteem
artist in the capacity audience," neer folk ballads taught her by her
"Trills in double thirds." "left hand grandmother Her family, the Oarof his nation; one hundred and sixty-five years after his deeds of hetoruns given with a superb sonority." lands, has been known for genera- (
ism in fighting for the liberty and independence of that nation. No mon
etc. Our pianists will be interested tions ln the Kentucky mountains as
ln Horowitz's program:
' the singing family." Alan Lomax
ument is too great to express the worth and influence of this—
Mendelssohn's Prelude and Fugue, Library of Congress folk-music auin F minor. Opus 35; Schumann'sj thorny, has recorded a “singing biAmerica's first president.
Fnntasy in C major. Opus 17; Schu- ography" of Aunt Molly—more than
mann's Toccata. Opus 7; a Chopin 100 of her songs on 12-inch records,
group—Bacarolle. Opus 60: Four A New York college professor is writ.
Etudes—C-sharp minor. Opus 10; , ®8 a book on Aunt Molly's life and
O-flat major. Opus 10: C-sharp mi experiences which is soon to be pub
nor. Opus 25; B-mlnor. Opus 25; a lished.
Debussy grobp—Four Etudes—Pour
SYMPHONY OF SNOW
over a period of seme years and
les cinq doigts "d'apres Monsieur Within the room 1* the sound ot music
the committee Is gotng into the sit
_______
Czerny,” Pour les sixtes. Pour les And th-ough the window I aee snow
uation very exhaustively with a
agTements, Pour les hutts dotgts; Here the mnn .mg-it* son* ot »iner Mrs. Perron Of Thomaston, And What It Is Doing Down
the snow beat* Immeasurable
maximum of care to get the facts
and Horowitz's own Variations on a There notes
of white
the Guest Speaker, Talks
These and ,he ’n.nimuin of attempts to
In Waahinptor
Theme from “Carmen "
Over and over the wind sigh* the theme
w aaningion i neae
a
atlon cf any character.
of wtnter
• • • •
About the Philippines
Days
The report ls expected sometime

First in the Hearts of His “Countrymen” ... even

until today

White Ribboners

The Iced branches sound the flute notes

Dairymen Have Gained •
Temporary Respite From
_______ —. Costly Methods

By CLYDE H. SMITH,
Representing Maine'* Second Congressional District

Gladyi Sl. Clair HristaJ

mure.

Cooling The Milk

HEARD, SEEN, SAID AT WASHINGTON

Music
You will recall that the magazine
Life carried some charming pictures
not kng ago of Arturo Toscanini and
his granddaughter Sonia. It was a
feat of ito small proportions to ger
those pictures, as Toscanini ls
“'camera-shy” to express lt mildly.
O: course lt was the charm of the
child that turned the trick. Now
we hear that the pictures which were
a feather ln Life's cap have become
Toscanini's particular pride and joy.
for the day after they were taken,
Sonia took it into her own heed to
have a bob. and. scissors in hand, did
her own barbering job. with the resuit that the lovely long curb, are no

Every-Other-Day

Our Delegation

What’i Doing and What's Best to Do voted last year. You will wish to
on the Townsend Plan
I know what these variances are but
-owing a meeting in Boston
The Nations Capital. Feb. 20 flrst and of chief Importance is to of State officials and members of
(Special to The Courier-Oazettei:— correct the persistent Impression the Boston Health Department.
It is now seven years since Dr. tiiat two hundred dollars a month New England dairymen today
Francis E. Townsend announced his is an unchanging and unchange- gained a temporary respite from a
pension plan to the world. During able feature of the Townsend pro- new regulation that would compel
that period millions of people, some gram. It ls not. Whatever may them to adopt new and costly milk
at considerable sacrifice, have seem wise and practicable ln fu- cooling methods on or beforworked faithfully for the relief of ture years, for the present we must March 1st.
the needy aged. The Townsend Idea be content with much less than that
The new ruling that wcu'd mak"
lias been modified, from time to sum. It ls of interest, and quite im- 11 mandeterv to cool “morning",
time, as seemed advisable, but the portant. to know that none of the as w'J as “evening" milk to a temorlgtnal purposes—relief and re- measures previously introduced ln perature of 50 degrees was postcovery—have been persistently ad- Congress in connection with the P°ncd until Jan. 1, 1941, Commlthered to.
Townsend movement have provided sioner Washburn of the Maine DeThat It nas not become law ls a revenue for anything approaching Partment of Agriculture revealed,
disappointment to us all; lt ls a two hundred dollars per month.
I Washburn explained that, at
tragedy to those who, in the twiThe present bill presents a plan P1*8*”1- onlV ml^t obtained at night
light of life, ha-e waited with what for collecting a tax of two percent ls f0oled to 50 degrees. Hc said
patience they could command, for on gross Incomes and paying this lllat lnasmuc-h as murning milk is
its promised relief. But it would to those citizens over 60 years of age shlW»d immediately after thc
be unfortunate to conclude that who qualify. The act specifies that
°Per*Uons ha'’c been corn»>l»tz**3 I* V.—- V-- — »l-------- -*•
1, nnfhina bos rrvyrars e\t oil,
■
nothing has come of all this sac- this
payment ishall
___ ___
____
_____
pleted
lt
has been the practice to
be not more
riflee. Small pensions are being than two hutUlred dollars a month
wt 'out coo ing.
n thc
.u states.
*
j
. and. could
,. not, assure .....
He said that the „respite
granted
paid in all
In Maine but. does
not.
•
T7
, ... .. _ ____ ____ *
. .
_
Maine dairymen will give them an
the average is $20 60 per month and any fixed sum. There are exemp....
. . ,
,
.
. 14.000 aged people
, are *being
i
to . construct
almost
tions ln the assessment of. the tax opportunity
,
,
. , larger ice
houses fnr
for n<Yf
next Vd»ar
year'sc Ice omr.
crop /*»■
ot
thus assisted. The payment Just and in the rules under which a iMMMBB
to
finance
larger
electrical
cooling
mentioned ls so Inadequate that prospective pensioner must qualify,
one should apologize for its mention All this introduces elements of un- equipment.
-u, un- enfct
,.jf yjp
jation i{
hadWOgone
into
in a discussion of the Townsend certainty------------which makes
the naming
nextregll
monlh
uld havt
Plan, but lt would be even less and of a fixed amount inadvisable. How- prraled a great hardship for Maim
more states would lack any pension ever, estimates should be made and dairvmen as It would have caugh
program were lt not for the Town- every one is much interested in
them totally unprepared for such
send movement and its faithful them.
workers all across the continent.
Calculations of what the two per- a drastic change,” Washburn said
The work of thc Townsend Clubs
, (there are 10.000 of them; 150 In
Maine) has made us pension consclous. Through them the public
have become Informed. Perhaps
'no educational movement since the

cent gross Income tax will yield, dic<
Common sense: Wisdom in overvided by the estimated number of aHj.
eligible*. Indicates a pension of 50----to 60 hollars a month. No one would
want Xls father- or mother taken
care of forles.vthan that,

a'

dawn of time has accomplished as
Here also
wrong Impression
much in so brief a period We may should be corrected: the payment
regret the delay and yet realize js for
eligible The aggregate
that this campaign, starting almost for man and wife, for example,
from scratch, was perhaps necessary' would be <100 to $120
to the wise solution of so gTeat a
incomes of $250 a month and less
problem
are exempted from the gross InBut millions of people are ask- come tax by the provisions of the
ing. with emphasis right now. what bill now pending—the Oeneral Wel• is happening in the present session fare Act This remoies the unfairi that promises to forward the Town- ne&s of the transaction tax which
send Plan This inquiry Is na- applied, with no exemptions, even
tural. and hopeful for It Indicates to the poorest and most unfortunate
continued Interest. Let us see what of our citizens. The present act
may be said in answer.
recoBnizes the principle, now quite
Tlie legislation now pending ls generally accepted, that taxes
the General Welfare Act. Introduced should be apportioned ln accordance
in the Senate by Sheridan Downey , wlth ability to pay . The cost of
of California, and ln the House by collection will also be greatly reCongressman Hendricks of Florida duced.
Tills differ* ln several important
Tli<v,c who have incomes of $3,000
particulars from that on which we or more per year already file an
--------- . ---------... .
income tax return. These will, on
validate and legalize an arrange- a monthlv basis, under the Oeneral
ments between the Newfoundland Welfarr Act. also file a gross InGovernment and Oeneral Foods
.
~
.
Corporation of thts country by come return. Comparatively few
which fish caught ln Newfoundland field workers will be needed. Rcby Newfoundland fishermen and mjttanees will be made to the Inprocessed in a Newfoundland plant
,
tt,by Newfoundland labor may be ternal Revenue Department
The
admitted free of duty Into the saving over the procedure of preUnltcd States. Lobsters and blue- vlous Oeneral Welfare bills, in this
berries will come along as a by malter of collection, will be such
product of the processing and . „
transportation facilities that will that, even with incomes of $3,000
result and New Elngland Is up in untaxed, the resulting net revenue
armsshould be about the same as that
deSSKT!:!"*'’j*&»Bsrs:

A tradesman delivered a package Thc sea on the sharp rocks
_____
this Tail and shculd be one of the
Has the hell tone of great horns ot
Marne was signally honored last most valuable documents compiled
The Missions and Temperance de
to Lily Pons recently, and said.
bras*
In* the
stilled wind an icicle
Icicle Dreak*
break*
... ..... „»
ssiiira
partment of the WC.T.U. held ita week when Senator Wallace H. under government auspices in reYou re the opera
star at the M.t,.
Metro- I “
W(t“j,>ethe
thin wun(i B harp
string
White. Jr. was designated to fill eer.t years.
polHan, aren't vou?"
TTie high note* of the violin
annual meeting Friday afternoon at the position on the Temporary N.;Tne selection cf Senator White
.......
) Are no more white than the snow fall"Yes, I sing there."
ing
the Littlefleld Memorial Church tional Economic comm ttee male!**8 a tribute to the regard in
with members
members oi
of the
the Mission
Mission Circle
vacant 0{b>Idaho dcath 01 Senator , In
which
he is held
by his
"Well, once I paid $150 to hear ^‘X^o^^X.cTZarewei.
with
Circle Borah
the Senate
and will
add associates
very' maas invited guests. The hostesses!
you and I couldn't make a thing of j
By Sara Van AUtyne Alien
ccmn,,ttee under the Chair- terially to the work which he must
iftl that tra-la-la and umpty-um- j
-----------------were Miss Mabel Seavey. Mrs Jose manship ot grater Jos"»h C
In Washington threugh the
W. C. WOODBl'RY
ump.”
phine Orover. Mrs Maggie Stover. OMahonev of Wvoming and with summer and fall In addition to the
“That's too bad. You certainly I
Mrs. Maggie Farnham. Mrs. Ralph the collaboration c f representative* . varied responsibilities of the eomof other departments of the gov- mittees on whicli he now holds
The passing of William C. Wood- Conant.
didn't get vour money's worth, and
eminent is making an extended . membership
I'm going to return It to you"- burl
7- followtng “
of
A program under the direction of survey of the extent to which moSenator Hale is at last having the
and che did!
ionly a few
hours
brou«ht
lu .Mrs Kate Brawn was presented. nopoly prevails in the various held- satisfaction of seeing his associates
,
....
■
• • • •
earthly close a life which for well
„ _
. , . .
_ . ....
,
Devotions were conducted by Mrs of Industry The study is extending *n the Senate adopt ln some de_____ ___________grre thc ecor.rmv program for
Virginia Drew ln the Worcester
’
‘. “P ?’a^,**n c <tef‘! Lois Cassens. who gave a thoughtful
’ Which he has contended so vainly Newfoundland "deal" this last week proposed. These advantages—ex
Telegram analyzes handwritings j
..S°’ message on "Four Olfts of Grace- status of a Common Wealth, with throughout <,o many years as a min- in Congress and received the close emptlon of Incomes up to $3,000 a
cial
civic and religious activities |
.
And this is what she has to say of ot Dover-Foxcroft
,nd the MVln< of ^uectlon
Clara Emer>' gav* a bnef re* promise of self-government by 1945. ority member of the Committee on attention of members with several
- .
Ltlv Fons' penmanship:
sume of the work of the depart The climate ls tropical with four Ap^?S“hag usually lncre96ed members of the great Committee on I .
Ways and Means participating In costa—are outstanding features of
Mr.
Wooabury was born in
"Musician, artist, statesman. Pe
ment as it co-operated with Mission months of wet season and eight the appropriation bills a* they have the discussion to bring out the un- ' the present bill.
tite and dainty Lily Fons always Dover Dec. 15. 1857, son of Major ary Societies in many lands. Five months dry and hot. Tlie people come from the House but this year usual if not unprecedented characneminM n*™Pensl°ns now being paid in
writes ln a large hand. When It Is a Charles H. B and Lucinda (Tower* dollars contributed to the World’s are largelv Malav. their homes are 'or
^rBt Jln^e
®ena e bas ter of the arrangement and the „ ,
.
.
’
.
j
-.
u
Woodbury.
He
was
educated
in
, the
.. simplest
,
.
started
m sent
reouemg
the
apprepnamethod by whicli it was brought to Maine and d«*here are provided
womans nature to dash off wTltlng
__
of
bamboo
construction
Uon
wfj
over
by
Hoitte
Work and the Union Signal sent to
nats
! kar
___ •*_ .law. _To
pass
, ...,formed
___ -j and the public .schools
by ek*
the Sociali m
Security
which is large, carelessly
. . of the town and a Missionary on the foreign field jand largely built upon stilts, be- even below the rather drastic cute
Five
other
members
of
Congress
qualify a citizen must be 65 years
very' spontaneously produced by a in Foxcroft Academy, and for a
makes the local a Light Line Union. cause of the wet seasons, to close made by the House in the Presiden- ( from New England on both sides of of age and utterly destitute. This
hand that does not hesitate, you will time was employed In the grocer;/
.. .house ,ior ...ir nigh ..
1 tlal
budget.
These
are all
straws
i the -chamber
_ ___
have
now
Joined
with
the
(hey
pull
w
jnd
j
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,)
ie
economy
wind
that
--------■
“
j
|.,
f
aririinolmmiiin
Tribute was paid Mrs. Jeannette
Congressman
Brewster in
demand- i subjects
the applicant
to all
kinds
ftnd her as Independent as a Peki store ronducted by hts father and
up
the
ladder,
but
keep
a
small
oil
u
rev
b'cwing
This
mav
become
a
<
*ng
of
the
Treasury
Department
of
embarrassment,
adding
humillaDunton. who for many years gave
~ -- --p.uiHirin
nese. Lily Pons and all women who in thc post office He then en
U*at the regulation in question shall !tlon and lgnomlny ,0
much time and attention to the lamp burning all night to scare the, hurricane.
use a large, bold, forceful script, tered the Piscataquis Savings Bank,
Devil away If it goes out he will u C?ngr“SIPan ®lyd* H ®mlih “ be rescinded without delay and unbappv lot of the aged dependent
work
of
this
department.
Mrs
Wes

must have action, excitement, suc rising to the position of treasurer,
hands full cnh..
the-----------Corn- Washington ls watching with inter’ , “ .T*™
.
come in and take that member of. having nhis
n r.nhn*
mlttee on Labor which has Ibecome 1 est to see what
*nat wil' be
** thee result
resw ' 1 The Oeneral Welfares Act has
cess. adoration. It win be interest an offlce which he held for 50 years, ley Thurston, guest soloist sang, the the family he wants.
during hls membership onc of the
arrangement
enormous none of this “Is he a citizen- is he
_ ______ spelts VHWllllVUO
ing to sec how she wrote before she retiring in 1937. For many years selections “Hold Thou My Hand"
®
I,r “ civizen, is ne
The cities arc quite modern with imnnrtflnt
important cnmmiHnae
committees in the House nroflt.
profits tn
to Oeneral Food* of which
and
"Hls
Eye
is
on
the
Sparrow
".
he
attended
the
annual
meetings
had these things or before she had
...houses, wide
. . streets
. . and up-to- dealing
very;Oserious
fine
;ms of with
]abo,the
legls:at
n that probhave Mrs. Joseph B Davies, wife of the 60 years of age; «1U he cease gainful
Mrs.
Donald
Perron
of
Thomas

developed into the self-assured, self- of thc Savings Banks Association
lermer Ambassador to Russia and occupations? ’ No other questions
date conveniences.
There are been presented in recent years,
Belgium and Special Assistant ln are asked.
reliant. poised woman that she is of Maine and became well known ton, guest speaker gave a very in
manv contrasts in the methods of
The whole question of modifica- the State Department is a director
now. Her type of writing shows im throughout banking circles in this teresting talk on the Philllpine
When those of ample means come
travel. from the barefoot way farce
Of
and one of the largest stockholders,
Islands
where
she
and
Mr.
Perron
state.
patience with anything that calls for
seems likely
to come
before
the at the expense of the destruction to understand the Townsend pro
with
his
burden
carried
on
the
head,
congress
before
thc
end
of
Oils
For 30 years after its founding did missionary work from 1931-34
puttering or fussing. It tells of a
of the fishing industry
of New gram
they
will find that
In____
___
___ «
«i«w the
vssv *a»She said, first we need to find the the wooden cart with a carabao to session and all these measures must i England. Congressman Brewsters creased cost, if any. ls not great
nature that Is not cautious. Lily Mr Woodbury was treasurer of the
haul
it.
to
bicycles,
automobiles.
The
**
considered
by
the
Committee
on
1
analysis cf the situation, an indict- and reJok<. alth lhe
o(
Pons is mentally and physically Thompson Free Library Association, Philllpine Islands and learn some
,
.
. .. ,
. ,.
.
Labor ln the House and thia Is ex
„ us that
and he had also served as a mem thing about them. They lie tn the water carabao is the beast of buroen pfCttd M preCjpitate one of the meat of the procedure, covered 12
like a stick of dynamite."
pages of the Congressional Record 8 humanitarian way of dealing with
• • • •
ber of the Board of Trustees of Southern Pacific 13,000 miles from and depended upon for cultivating . major battles of the session,
and has been re printed for the ln- the old age problem has been found,
The battle over reciprocal trade
the United States of America. 4083 the manv rice fields
Character reading from hand Foxcroft Academy.
formation of any Interested citizens i<,en funds wm be cheerfully proThe drinking water is very im-'
and may be secured by writing to ... .
As a young man he was quite in islands in the group. They were
writing used to be a parlor game.
,
'
! next week with five days alloted the Congressman in Wash gton
lded t0 rfUeve
mrntal suffer
Disraeli. Edgar Allen Poe. Robert terested in military affairs, serving discovered by Magellan in 1521 and pure, sanitation poor, so disease of fOr jts consideration* from Feb. 19
ing and physical discomfort of our
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Men.
women
and
to
24
when
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vote
will
be
taken,
Browning and Sir Walter Scott used as captain and later major In a claimed for Spain, named for Prince
Subscribe to The Courier-Oazette venerable people
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ing hand-writing
Oreat strides on the staff of Gen. MitchelL He Islands for 400 years attempting to
the way of progress in this pension
an
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concoction.
Ignorance
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trade
agreements
ln
wa
s
a
staunch
Republican
havc been made since then. Thou
Christianize the natives, but their
genuine Cnqravc^
matter and accounts for much of thc
He was a member of Mosaic rule was always one of oppression. and superstition are rampant, and the effect which they have had upon
sands and thousands of experiments
delay. When that can be eliminated
„ „
c.™.
,ta j ™
- ««»«lodge,
F.
A.
M,
of
Piscataquis
havc been made to put graphology
Onc day in 1889 America awoke
and men will stand by their pro
on a scientific basis. Today it is Royal Arch Chapter and of 6t. to find the Philllpine Islands on usages and customs of hundreds of | the other
fessed
convictions, we shall attain
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The
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The war has. of course, operated
taught in thc universities of Europe, John's Commandery. Knights Tem thelr hands. They were given the years. However much progress has
our goal.
been made by establishing schools ,0 shut
foreign Imports to a
used by business men. doctors and plar, and in hls more active years
VlaUng Cards
i Perhaps it would be permissablc
,
measurable extent as a result of the
lawyers. It Is claimed that an ac attended them regularly.
186 paneled cards, choice ol 4
of the road and was a friend to and hospitals. Thc people are am- precccupation of other countries
ln closing to quote from a speech
•lies and 30 styles ol engraving,
tion so much the product ot your
Thc interest in and support of man. His friendliness was not of bitious, eager to learn, and the with the problems, incident to the
PLATE INCLUDED, only ... 11.8$
of mine, given ln the Maine State
brain, muscle, and nerve system, the Congregational church which the overwhelming type, but in his younger generation anxious to bc war- All thc country west of the
Senate, ln 1923. urging the enact
must reveal thc traits of your tem had been Major Woodbury’s were modest, shy way he won the ad like Americans. Woman holds a
Wadding Announcamantn
in arm&
ment of my bill providing for old
perament.
taken over by hls son. and no miration and respect of everyone unique place. She Is not looked caU
or Invitationa
se ofover
w’hatthese
is agreements
believed to dc
beage assistance, the flrst ever presen
On while or ivory stock—wed
• • • •
| member of thc church was more with whom he came ln contact. down upon as in Ihe Orient, but is, their adverse effect on agriculture
ding or plate finish. Inside and
ted to a Maine Legislature, as fol
One of the few women musicians j loyal to it than hc. Its material Never did he express an unkind the manager of the home and family and, a?
^iron5 ,^nd
outside envelopes, and PLATE IN
lows:
in history to marry thc symphony! prosperity was furthered by his
.
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.
...
.
resolutions
of
the
National
Orange
CLUDED _____________
thought nor say an unkind word. she is ambitious and easily organ- against the reciprocal trade policy
"My friends, instead of this stig
conductor under whom she played j service on committees and his libized
in
clubs
for
self
improvement,
is
having
its
effect
throughout
the
Surviving Mr. Woodbury are hls
Sodal Stattonorr
Is Mrs. John Barbirolli. The former J eral contributions, and he also wife, (formerly Mattie Fogler of
ma of charity let us place the
Following the talk Mrs. Perron i agricultural areas of the East.
Spedal styles ior men and women.
mantle of respect on those fading
Evelyn Rothwell, a member of Lon-1 supported its spiritual program, Rocklandi, to whom he was mar
A choice ol lovely colors, mono
don's Covent Garden Orchestra only tlie most extraordinary clr- ried Oct. 18. 1889; a daughter. including some lovely embroideries,; tend the authority of the President
years by providing an adequate
grains and styles oi engraving,
PLATE INCLUDED-------------------when Barbirolli conducted there, cumstances keeping him from its ' Miss Pauline Woodbury of B^ton; woven fabrics, utensils and native to negotiate these agreements and
pension for those unable to care for
<24$. <3.15 and up.
feels no regret about giving up her worship services,
themselves. For some day, my fel
j the result Is likely to have a cona son, Charles F. Woodbury of art
career, as an oboist. Those who at -1 Aside from these aspects, the
low Senators, when our work is
...
.. I siderable
onHull,
the fortunes of
Westfield, N. J., and a grandson.
Bualnou Stattonorr
Announcement was made
that the
sccretary effect
Cordell
tend the concerts of the Philhar- outstanding characteristic of Mr.
MO business card* er Hammermill
done we may have longings for
Services were conducted at the next consecutive meeting date ( Meanwhile the State Department
Bond letterheads, PLATE IN
monic Symphony Orchestra in Car-, Woodbury's life perhaps was his Congregational churcn Friday after March 1st would be Temperance sro®8 1° have pulled a boner in repeace, for comfort, for affection, for
CLUDED. only-------------- ITM
liegie Hall will see her in the con-' friendliness and keen interest in noon by Rev. Herbert Livingston r>... i„ —„
some little nook in which to sit and
„ questing
Department
Day ln the schools. All members
changetheitsTreasury
regulations
in order
ductor’s box—a brown-haired, blue-( his fellowmen; he was truly one and were attended by many friends.
think and dream of life's race well
were urged to visit the school near- to permit the free entry of fish
y^vd slender British girl, and It is who lived in a house by the side —Piscataquis Observer.
run. life's work well done, life’s
est them on that day
1 from Newfoundland in order
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HELIO, AMERICA!
HOPE YOU’RE

ENJOYING

SLOW-BURNING
CAMELS AS
MUCH AS WE ARE

HERE IN
ANTARCTICA.
CAMELS SURE
GIVE THE

'EXTRAS'

IN

CIGARETTE

PLEASURE!

VERNON BOYD ot Ibt
V. S. Antarctic Exptdilion
AKE a tip from the men of the

T

U. S. Antarctic expedition com
manded by Rear Admiral Richard
E. Byrd: When it came to cigarettes,
the expedition took Camels. Camels
burn slower., give you morc pleasure
per pufl and more puffs per pack.

In recent laboratory tost*,
CAMELS burned 25% slow
er than tbe average ef tbe
15 other of tbe largest-seliing brand* tested - slower
than any ef them. That
means, on tb* average, a

smoking plus equal to

a

Cza w » —

rERPACKf

STATIONERY
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FOR EXTRA MILDNESS,
EXTRA COOLNESS*
EXTRA FLAVOR-

CAMEL

